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t v,_ E0 Incident	 electric	 .field.
E Oc Electric field of mth , even waveguide mode,
f-: E m05
Electric field of mth odd waveguide mode.
En Electric field of nth	 Floquet mode.
EWEC Electromagnetic Wave Energy Conversion
E F Complex	 Fresnel	 integral.
H Magnetic	 field.
Ho Incident magnetic	 field.
Hoc
Magnetic field of mth	 even waveguide mode.
HOt Magnetic field of mth odd waveguide mode.
-H^' Magnetic	 field of nth	 Floquet mode.
"
4
I 1.	 current;	 2.	 inte^ra•a	 l
k 0 Free	 space wave number.










:. P P-Type semiconductor.
^' Real	 part
a
S Coupling coefficient	 between	 incident wave and mth
m
odd waveguide mode.
tan 6 Loss	 tangent	 (dielectric).
tan 6, Los ' s	 to-ngent	 ( magnetic








Zmc - Impedance of mth even waveguide mode.
k





" Reflection coefficient for mth waveguide mode.
E Permittivity.











This analytic	 investigation	 shows	 how the	 EWEC device,	 as M
used for solar-to-electric	 power	 conversion,	 is	 significantly'
different from	 solar cells,	 with	 respect to	 principles	 of opera-
tion.	 An optimistic estimate of efficiency is	 about 80% for a
full -wave rectifying configuration with 	 solar radiation	 normally
incident. This	 compares	 favorably with the	 theoretical	 maximum
for a CdTe solar	 cell	 (23.5%),	 as	 well	 as	 with	 the	 efficiencies;
of more familiar cells:	 Si	 (19.5%),	 InP	 (21.5%),	 and	 GaAs	 (23%).




issues	 that must be resolved before the
	 EWEC device can	 be	 -




of a	 pn	 semi-
conductor junction with	 no	 permittivity resonances
	
in	 the optical
band;	 and the efficient channeling of the power received by
countless microscopic horn antennas through a 	 relatively few






.^' 2.	 Introduction i
The EWEC	 (Electromagnetic Wave Energy Conversion)
	 device
has
	 been	 proposed by Bailey et al C1^	 as a means
	 to convert




	 power.	 Of chief
	 interest is	 that the device may be
significantly more efficient than the
	 solar cell	 for converting
solar radiation
	 to	 electric
	 power. For example,








	 that the EWEC may be more than	 50	 % efficient.	 This
report describes an analytic
	 investigation to determine as
` rigorously as






3.	 Principles. of Operation
1	 f	 I
The chief component of the 	 EWEC device	 is	 a	 corrugated sur-
face	 as	 shown	 in Fig.	 3.1.	 Each	 corrugation	 comes
	 to	 a	 point
so	 that there will	 be no scattering	 from a	 fiat surface when
solar radiation	 is	 incident from directly overhead	 (normal
incidence).	 Only a	 two-dimensional	 cross	 section	 is	 shown.	 In
actual	 fact,	 the corrugations	 may be tetrahedrons
	 or cones.	 In
any case,	 the dimensions	 are on the order of an
	 optical	 wavelength,
which ranges	 from 0.1 micron	 for	 ultraviolet to	 1 micron	 for
infrared.	 For example,
	 the	 length	 of the
	
taper	 might be
10 wavelengths,	 and	 the half-angle of the taper o, 	 might be
chosen	 so that the aperture	 (distance between peaks)	 is	 no more
than a	 few wavelengths.	 With	 that	 choice	 of dimen_si_ons,
	 each








the	 incident optical	 radio wave,
	
TE or TM.	 On	 the average,	 non-
polarized	 light consists
	 of equal	 parts	 TE and	 TM waves.
	 The
distinction	 is	 not	 important	 for the	 production	 of thermal	 power,
but it is	 very	 important for the production of electric power.
If the device	 is	 used	 for thermal	 power production,	 then	 the
corrugations	 are fabricated from lossy material.




	 they deliver power to	 the walls.	 The
walls	 in turn	 dissipate
	 the energy as	 heat.
The production
	 of electric power	 is more complicated and was
c	 of1chief concern	 in	 this	 study.	 The	 evolution	 of	 a	 suitable	 EWEC
device	 is	 illustrated	 in	 Fig.	 3.2.	 The	 figure
	
shows	 how	 a	 wire
dipole antenna	 is	 deformed	 into	 an antenna with	 two	 isosceles	 tri-
angles	 for arms.	 The antenna	 is	 terminated with _a	 half-wave
	 recti-





	 evolution	 a	 step	 further	 by
I	 incorporating	 the diode	 into	 the	 antenna	 arms,	 which	 are	 then made
of semiconducting material.	 Also
	 shown	 is	 the	 equivalen-f,circuit.
This	 circuit	 has	 a maximum	 theoretical	 efficiency	 of 40.6--%
	
[3]	 .




cating a	 full -wave	 rectifying
	 circuit,	 as	 shown	 in	 Fig.	 3.4.
Whether or not the full
	 efficiency, allowed by circuit theory
7.
W
wis	 obtained	 depends	 upon	 how well	 the	 horn antennas	 can	 capture` }
the	 incident	 radio waves	 and	 transfrom them into	 useful	 waveguide'
modes.	 Calculations	 in	 Appendix	 B	 show	 that
	 for a wide	 variety
of materials,	 the horns	 are	 efficient
	 like cos 2 9,where	 8	 is	 the r;
angle of	 incidence	 for	 the	 optical	 radio wave.
	 Thus,	 for normally 1,
incident waves,	 the	 horns	 may be	 100	 %	 efficient.	 This	 efficiency
does	 not	 depend	 critically	 upon	 size.	 Indeed,	 for TM waves, k'
efficiency	 remains	 great even	 for very	 small	 half-angles	 of the .,.,
taper	 ( i.e.	 closely	 spaced	 corrugations.)	 Intuitively, 	 this
seems	 correct because the	 fundamental	 TM mode	 in	 a dielectric
waveguide has no cutoff frequency and the horn may be 	 regarded
as	 a	 gently	 tapered waveguide.	 For TE waves,	 however,	 the	 efficiency
vanishes	 for	 small	 half-angles.	 Again,	 this	 agrees with	 intuition._
The distinction between TE and TM waves	 is	 significant because
i
the	 former	 are not as	 useful	 as	 the	 latter	 in	 the	 production	 of
electric power.	 Both	 Figs.	 3.3 and	 3.4
	
show how TM waves excite
currents I	 that flow	 in	 and out of the	 pn junction.	 TE waves
{	 will	 not excite	 currents	 with	 that direction	 of	 flow.	 Fortunately,
referring	 back	 to	 Fig.	 3.1,	 it	 is	 seen	 how	 a	 TE	 wave	 in	 the,xy-`
plane	 is	 similar to	 a	 TM wave	 in	 the yz-plane.	 Thus,	 an	 EWEC
surface with	 corrugations	 in	 both	 the	 x	 and	 z	 directions	 (e.g.























i	 Fig.	 3.4. Improved	 configuration over	 that	 shown	 in	 Fig.	 3.3.
The equivalent circuit (b) ,	 which- is	 a	 full-wave	 7-




4. Answers to Specific Criticisms of the EWEC Device
This section will answer three specific criticisms against
the EWEC device. The criticisms will be stated and discussed
one by one.
• Fabrication of an EWEC device from semiconducting
material i-s -not practical because the dimensions must be on the
order of interatomic distances.
DISCUSSION: A simple comparison of numbers dispels this0	 0
claim.	 Interatomic spacings for Si and Ge are 5.4 A and 5.7 A,
respectively [4] .	 In contrast, the wavelengths for ultraviolet0	 0
and infrared radio waves are 1000 A and 10,000 A, respectively.
A different dimension characteristic of semiconductor pn
jun ctions ri;rran ts more serious i n vestigation, however. That
dimension i s the width of the space charge layer, which comprises
the junction. It is given by the formula [4]
/V ^/W "	
Z	 .9 IV 4.1)A6V	 (//- N
where	 dielectric constant of the semiconductor = 10
electronic charge = 1.6 x 10 19 coulomb
/VR	 acceptor doping density of p-type materials ^^
10	 atoms/m
Nr	 donor doping density of n-type material "' 1022
atoms/m3
6V	 potential difference across junction ^- 1 volt
Evaluation of this formula yields 	 0.15 micron, which is
^ir	 longer than an ultraviolet wavelength.	 It is not clear whether
'	 I the formula is valid at optical frequencies, however, or whether











important questions 	 for a	 future	 investigation.
•	 The EWEC device	 is	 nothing more than a solar cell,
k
and so	 it cannot be any more efficient.
i DISCUSSION:
	
How the	 EWEC device	 is	 significantly_ different
from the _solar _call	 is	 contained	 concisely in	 the	 formula	 for
refractive index as a function of frequency	 [5]
a
2.n	 =	 /	 L	 s	 ,
(4.2)^.
where	 ^''^^	 = plasma	 frequency	 p
=	 oscillator	 strength	 4
= mth resonance
= phenomenological	 damping factor
` w	 = 2 IY x frequency
The refractive	 index is	 related to
	 the complex permittivity of the
semi conducting material	 b y	the	 formula,
t
vc	 (a	 E 	 Eo rl	 ( 4 .3)
= Of chief i nterest
	
in Eq.	 4.2 is	 the difference	 W,„^ Wz .	 This
causes	 the permitti vity 	 to	 behave	 as	 shown	 in	 Fig.	 4. 1. 	Thus,
at frequencies
	
near eV.,	 the semiconducting material
	
exhibits
substantially changed properties 	 that are the distinction	 between
an electronic diode and a
	 solar 'cell.	 It	 happens	 that most
familiar semiconducting materials	 have resonances	 40"	i n 'the
^S optical	 band because:
h
14.




energy difference between a freely conducting
electron	 and a valence electron
That is	 why conventional	 semiconductors	 become	 solar cells
	 at
optical	 frequencies,




	 the	 EWEC device will	 be	 fabricated	 from semiconducting
material	 with resonances	 outside	 the optical- -band.
	 The
	 search	 for
candidate materials should be the subject for future study.
White	 light is	 incoherent,	 so	 the	 EWEC: surface has
	 no





	 light	 is	 incoherent means	 that each
horn antenna of the EWEC surface must operate independently.
	 The
x
_signals	 received by the horns
	 cannot be phase and/or amplitude
4 weighted and then
	 combined so as	 to	 form the response of a	 single
antenna of extraordinary
	 gain.	 This	 is because	 there	 is	 no	 known
f	 ^	 ,
phase or amplitude	 relationship	 among	 the different signals
	 received.
c	 ^ Each	 horn	 is	 still	 capable	 of extracting	 g power separately from the
incident radio wave, however, and the powers from each horn 	 are
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5.	 Remainin g 	Tasks- 
f
This	 study	 has	 verified	 that a	 corrugated	 surface
	 can efficiently
;^
capture	 incident optical	 radio waves.
	 Before the
	 EWEC device can
- be	 acce pted 	 as	 a viable means	 of solar-to-electric
	 power conver-
sion,	 however,	 the	 following	 questions	 must be
	 resolved:
•	 Are semiconducting materials without resonances
	
i n








•	 How can the rectified power output from each micro-
scopic horn	 antenna
	 be efficiently channeled through
a relatively few number of wires?
.: These additional	 questions	 follow,	 once the	 EWEC device is
accepted as	 feasible:
! •	 Can
	 the EWEC device be extended for use outside the
' visible spectrum?	 What are the ap	 ?	 upper	 and	 lower	 limits?
•	 Can the dimensions
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:.	 Appendix A. Formulation of the Electromaan.e.tic Fields at an
EWEC 'Surface.
This	 section outlines	 a detailed formulation	 of the electro-
magnetic	 fields	 at the	 EWEC surface.	 Discussion	 of these	 fields
wil.1	 provide	 insight	 into	 the	 operation . of	 the	 EWEC	 device.
Fig.	 A.1	 shows	 a	 profile of the	 surface.	 The corrugations
are	 isosceles	 triangles.	 Other triangles	 might bQ	 used,	 but
the mathematical	 analysis	 becomes more difficult.	 The most
important feature	 is	 that the corrugations come 	 to	 sharp	 points.
I'f the	 tips	 were	 instead	 blunt,	 then	 they would be	 flat-plate
scatterers	 for the	 incident electromagnetic wave,	 and thus	 decrease
the efficiency of the	 surface as	 a	 receiver or absorber.	 The
fig-ure also	 shows	 the two	 possible	 independent polarizations	 for
the incident wave,	 TE	 (transverse	 electrice)	 or TM	 (transverse
mag-neti c) .
f Fig.	 A.2	 shows	 the trough between	 two corrugations and theY:
j	
^
geometric parameters	 important to	 the analysis,	 including the
r
angle of incidence for the electromagnetic wave.	 Also	 shown are




The types of waves	 that may exist at the EWEC surface are
I shown	 in	 Fig.	 A.3.	 The	 incident wave excites	 scattered waves,
or Floquet modes,
	 which	 propagate along the	 surface	 (in	 the +x^
Iµ Or -x	 directions);	 and	 waveguide modes	 it:ich	 propagate	 into	 the
trough	 (in the -y direction.) 	 A TE
	 incident wave will	 excite
only TE	 Floquet modes	 and TE waveguide modes.	 Similarly,	 a TM
Incident wave will	 excite only TM waves.	 Tables	 A.1 and A.2
show formulas	 for	 incident waves.	 Tables	 A.3	 and A.4 show formu-





	 formulas	 for	 bound modes
	
in	 a	 trough,	 or linearlyI
t
apered waveguide,	 are not known	 except	 in cases	 of a few special
materials,
	 such	 as	 a	 perfect conductor.	 A good	 approximation	 is
M possible,	 however.	 To	 this	 end,	 Fig.	 A.4	 shows	 how
	 the	 trough	
^,







Exact	 field	 solutions	 for the	 latter are	 known.	 The	 solutions
for the former are nearly the same.	 The difference	 is	 that the
plane	 of constant	 phase	 is	 curved	 instead	 of flat.	 Mathematically,
this	 difference	 is	 described	 by multiplying	 the	 solut-ions	 for the
parallel-plate waveguide	 by a	 quadratic	 phase	 factor.	 The	 result-
ing	 formulas	 for waveguide modes	 in	 the	 trough	 are
.
shown	 in Tables
A.5-A.8.	 The modes may be of even	 or odd	 symmetry.	 In	 general,
an	 incident wave will 	 excite modes	 of both	 symmetries.
The amplitudes	 and phases	 of the	 Floquet and waveguide modes
relative to	 the	 incident wave are determined by requiring that the
tangential	 electric	 and magnetic	 fields	 be	 continuous
	 across	 the




this	 requirement	 are	 shown	 in	 Tables




	 are of	 identical	 form.
Solution	 of the	 equations	 of continuity may
	 be achieved	 in
a	 variety of ways.	 Point matching,	 the method of moments, 	 and
Fourier	 analysis	 are	 three	 possibilities.	 What	 is	 desired,	 however,
is	 not	 an	 exact	 de' - scr-iption	 of	 the	 electromagnet-ic
	 field,	 but	 a
calculation of efficiency.
	
There	 are more di^ect ways
	 to do	 this.

l	 a
DR. JEREMY K. RAINES. P.E.







Fig. A.2. Fundamental geometric and electromagnetic parameters for the corrugated sur-
face. Also-shown i s
 a coordinate system and the angle of—incidence:
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This section outlines a relatively short method for calcu-
lating the efficiency of an EWEC surface. The method relies on
the,conservation of power and the formulas for the wave.guide„
modes described in Appendix A.
Fig. B.1 shows the directions in which power propagates.f'
The incident power propagates in the same direction as the radio
wave carrying it. At the aperture.of the trough, the power flows
in different directions. The Floquet modes carry power along the,
surface (in the +x and -x directions.) Negligible amounts of
this power are absorbed or received by the surface, which forj
these modes serves as a surface waveguide or transmission line.
I^f the EWEC surface were infinitely long in the x dimension, the
Floquet modes would propagate unchanged forever. For finite
len_g`..':s, they partly reflect and partly radiate at the ends, as
j,	 with any endfire antenna.	 A
The remaining power is transmitted into the troughs (in the
-y direction) by waveguide modes or reflected back into space (in
the +y direction.) The transmitted power in turn may be absorbed
or dissipated by the walls-of the trough.	 j
Conservation of time-average power at the apertures of the
troughs requires that, if the incident power is unity, then the
Floquet modes carry power sin 2 9, and the reflected and transmitted
waves carry total power cos 2 9. Of the latter power, the part that
i sj transmi tted depends upon how well the incident  radio wave 	 g
couples to the waveguide modes	 The coupling is a function of two
phenomena
• The incident wave must match one or more waveguide
	 `3
modes in spatial dependence across the aperture (i.e.
i n the x direction.) This phenomenon is called phase
r	 matching
The incident wave must match the same waveguide modes








Table B.1 gives formulas for Z i and Zm.
h
I	 In terms of the correlation coefficients C
m 
and S m and the
the power coupled by the incidentrefl ecti on coeffi cient ^^, ,	 '




Expressions are similar for the power coupled to odd TE modes
and to TM modes. The integrals may be evaluated to obtain the	 a
expressions shown in Table B.2. The constant K is determined by
requiring that the transmitted and reflected powers sum to the







for TE modes. The result for TM modes is obtained by replacing
1/Zm by Zm•
Finally, the efficiency is the ratio of transmitted power
to total power. The formula for TE waves is given in Table B.3.
The formulas for efficiencywere evaluated for a variety of 	 y
material constants and half-angles rf the taper. The results are
shown in Tables B.4-B.23 and in Figs. B.4-B.23.
	
In general, they
show that any horn becomes efficient like cos A, if the aperture
is a.few wavelengths across. As the aperture is made smaller, how-
39.
13
ever, the horn becomes much less efficient for TE than for TM
waves. Fig. B.4 shows that for TE waves and an aperture of
0.32 wavelengths, efficiency is no greater than about 66%. In
contrast, Fig. B.8 shows that for TM waves and an aperture of
0.08 wavelengths, efficiency is as great as 93%. This behavior
agrees with intuition. The horn may be regarded as a gently
linearly-tapered waveguide with dielectric walls. The fundamental
TM mode in such a waveguide has no cutoff frequency and is capable_
of transmitting power efficiently at any wavelength. If the horn
were fabricated of magnetic material rather than a dielectric,'
then this behavior would be characteristic of the fundamental TE
mode instead.
kw
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Fig. 8.1. Directions of power flow at the EWEC surface. The efficienc
y is the
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Table B.3. Efficiency of the'EWEC surface for TE waves. The formula for TM waves
i s of the same form; .keep, t-hati-11-Zm—must be repl aced by Zm.
TABLE B . 4
TE ^ WAVE.-.- 61AV ELENGTH=	 0.550 MICRON
LENGTH OF TAPER=
	 10.000 MI CR ONS	 HALF-ANGLE OF TAPER	 0 .50 0 DEGREE
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT=	 1 G .11111	 LOSS TANGENT	 0.000
RELATIVE PERMEABILIT'•r=	 1.000	 LOSS 'TANGENT=	 0. 000
CONDUCTIVITY=	 0.000   MHOS /METER
IMPEDANCE OF MEDIUM= 0.11913E 0 + •J 0.00000E 00 OHMS
FIRST	 1 WAVE NUMBERS; FOR EVEN MODE`
MODE	 RERL(k::.)	 IMAca(k:X)	 REAL(KY)	 IMAG(k: Y)
1	 0.15e84E 08	 0.5249SE 07	 0 .69757E 07 -0.11954E  0
FIRST	 1 WAVE NUMBERS FOR ODD MODE
II;





1	 0.29564E tic_	 0.:+87 3c_E 07	 0.10600E U_' -0.27539E 08
a
TA,BLJLRTION OF EFFI ►:IENCY
	
4 ANGLE OF INCIDENCE	 EFFICIENCY
tl, ►]i^irijt►E 00 0.66209E 02i 0.6,0000E 01	 I 0.65286E 02	 r0.12 00 0E 02 0.6E578E 02
0.18 Cl 13 iaE 02 0.58255E 02
a 0.24 0 00E OE 0.52583E 020.30000E 02 1,45:39i -i E 120.36000E 02
	
I 0,338 58.E iii
0.42000E 02 0.31043E 0
'sl 0,4c:icttiiE OE	 ! 0.23686E ^c
U . s4 o u OE 02	 I 0 .16896E 020.6001-DOE 02 0.11 0 19E 0 
0 .66 000E   02 0.63E44E 01ii. 7 2i111iE icy u.	 :+ 7_	 E iii
i
'
 30 .78 ri i c LIE r. 12 0 .547557E 1.10


































I c	 a^^	 'to	 w	 go	 ^^o s
FIG.	 8.4 EFFICIENC",	 VS. ANGLE OF INCIDENCE"
I TE WAV E • l.0RVELENGTH=	 0.550 MICRON•.
LENGTH OF TAPER=
	 10.000 MICRONS
	 HALF-ANGLE OF TAFEP=
	 0.50 0 'DEGREES
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT=
	
10.6(10	 LOSS TANGENT =	ri.1300
RELATIVE PERMEABILITY=
	






i TE WAVE!,• WAV ELENt= TH= 0.550  MIi_RON:=
LENGTH OF TAPER=	 1 4 . ►^  00 M I CROt1u	 HALF-AI'1i= LE OF TAPER= 1.000   DEi_ REE S	 try
DIELECTRIC   CQNvTMNT- TAN EFiT-10.000 	 LO ^'s	 - 0.00 0
RELATIVE FER,MEABILIT `r'= 	1. 000	 _	 LOSS TANG=ENT= 0.000
CONDUCT IV I T'Y= 0.0 0 0' MHOS: 'METER
s:
IMPEDANCE OF MEDIUM= 0.11913E 03 + J	 O.O OO O OE 00 OHMS
FIRST	 ? WAVE NUMBERS FOR EVEN MODES:
'	 ` MODE	 REAL^'K.^^•,^ G	 ''IMAa^;K:r^^	 REAL(k::'r") I M A Gt	 •+,.. C,
1	 0.37582E 07 0.14325E 07	 0.76513E  0 -0.16397E 07	 ^.
E	 0.35562E 08 0.47913E 07	 0.53233E 07 -0.22986E 0
' FIRST	 2 WAVE NUMBER} FOR ODD MODES
i
REAL(KY) IMFIG(	 ).'Y,!.1DE	 REAL::k::,°^ IMAG(k::X)
1	 c.1741SE 08 0.29849E_ 07	 0 .3:3,35EE 0 -0.1.32, `E ^ 8
5t      J2	 0.32587E  08V 0 •	 f644E nE 07	 0 • 	82.685E 07 -0.30609E  08
n
TAtULAT I ON OF EFFICIENCY
A I LE OF INCIDENCE EFF I C IENCY
0600000E 00 0;90614E tip
N 0.60000E	 01 0 {89449E 02
0 .1200CE 02 0
13.13000E 02 0.	 054 7 E iii
0.2-4000E 02 0.7 325E 013 .:_ 6 0 0 0c
	 Oc 0. 64759E 02
0 .360 00E  02 0. 5528 0E  02
0.42000E 02 0v45372E 02
0.48000E ' 02	 I 0:15511 E	 02.^
I :50.4 0 0 OE 02 O . 6 169E 020.60000E 02 0.17793E 0
j 0.166000E 02 0.10779E 02
J
i	 *,,i	 7-2 0 i i i	 1712 t .!54'.---','95E	 1
r 0.78 000E 02 0.19600E 01




























EFFICIENC--	 V.-S. RN_LE OF INCIDENCE
TE WRVE• lkiFiVELENGTH=
	 0.550 MICRON'
LENGTH OF TRFEF=	10.000 MICRONS HALF—ANGLE OF TRFER=	 1. 000 DEGREES
DIELECTRIC CON`sTRNT=	 10.0i11 LOSS, TANGENT=	4.000
RELATIVE F'ERMERBILITY= 	 1.	 013 LOSS TANGENT=	 ii. t1) ri	 48.
CONDUCTIVITY=	 0. 00 0 MHOS/METEF. ;
I	 • TABLE	 B-6
Tc I.JAVE . WAVELENGTH= 0.55 0 MIC RONr
,tit= TH OF TAPER=	 10.000 MICRONS HRLF-ANGLE OF TAPER= 2 .000
 DEGPEE:
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT= 10.000 LOSS ' TANGENT=	 0.000
RELATIVE -F'EP•.MEABILITY= 1.000 LO:1_: TANGENT=	 0.000
' CONDUCTIVITY= 0.000  MHOS.:' METER t^.
K
IMPEDANCE OF MEDIUM= 0.11913E	 tai +
J	
to . 0 0 0 0 0E 00	 OHM:.:
FIRST
	
5 WAVE NUMBERS FOR EVEN MOItE S .r,.
MODE	 REAL ( k::X) I MAt=  K 4 REAL (KY ) I MAG ( k:Y) 9
1	 0.44721E 07 0.35747E 06 0.10519E 0 - 0 .15197E 0
2,
	
0.13396E	 tyr, 0.1090:3E	 07 '; E.O:.2O28i 0 - 0.72015E 07 i
s	 to .22266-E 08 0.20422E  0 0.23744E ^^ -0.19153E 0
4	 0.30665E  08 t t 3345'_ E	 07 O . _ 6 O 14E 07 -0.284:39E 08i 5
	
0 .37627E 08i 0.40599E	 tar 0.42583E 07 -0.35874E 08
FIRST 	 5 WAV E NUMBERS FOR ODD `MODE-
:,... MODE	 R EAL ( k`X) I MAG ( KX) REAL(KY) I MRG ( k: Y )
1	 E 07!	 I 0.73222E tar 0.,2075E 07 -0.90820E 06
2	 0.17821E 08 0.15557E 0 • 0.201;31E 07 -0.13738E G=;
3	 0.26539E 08 0.26350E 07 0.29153E 07 -0.E3986E 08
4	 0.34319E 08 0.39835E 07 0.42205E 07 -0.32392E 08
5	 0.41305E 08 0.35925E 07 0.37371E 07 -0.39707E 08
TABULATION OF EF L= I C I ENC`r'




O.,60i. tatiE	 it 0.9r.08. 7E 	 02
0.1E000E	 02 0.92826E OE
0.1:;300 CIE	 02 0.87547E 02




O C ;r 000E 02 0.6207?E 02




r 13.54000E 02	 I 0 .	 5E	 itE l
t'i,htataitpE
	
t2 20S 7 P5  12
0.r',6000E	 02 0.12779E 0,
t:t . 7E tt C t OE
	 to E 0.65242E	 t:t 1 _	 _-
0.78fi00E 02 O.2	 823E	 tat
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"j FIG. 8 . 6 EFFICIENCY ;'vS. ANGLE OF INCIDENCE
TE WAVE. WAVELEN GTH= 	 0.550 MICRONS.
LENGTH OF TAPER = 10.000 MICROMS —	HSLF—RNGLE OF TAPER-	 2. 00ODEGREES
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT	 10.001)	 L=,' TRNGEMT=	 0.000
RELATIVE PERMEABILITY=	 1.000	 LOSS TANGENT	 0.1100	 50.
CONDUCTIVIT`l	 0.000 MHO_zMETER
	




i	 TE I.JAVE. WAVELENGTH=
'
0.550 MICRON:_
!	 '	 LENGTH OF TAPER = 	10. 13 00 MICRONS HALF -ANGLE OF TAPER= 0 0 i  DEGREES
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT= l0. ii0ij LOSS TANGENT= 0.1.100
RELATIVE PERMEABILITY=	 1.000 LO _	 TANGENT= 0.000
CONDUCTIVITY= 0. 0 i j0 MHOS/METER ^.
;j	 IMPEIANCE OF MEDIUM= 0.1191_E 03 + _I	 0.0000iiE 00 OHMS
FIRST	 r l.klA E NUMBER' FOR EVEN MODES
cl
MODE	 REAL(KX) IMAh(KX) REAL(KY) IMAG(KY)
...
1	 0.18005E ii; ; 1v..x:?4E	 05 0. 11231E 08 .- 0 . ,-:4 1264E 04 
2	 0.54012E 07 0.17351E 0 6 0.10068E 08 _0.93078E 0
3	 0.90014E 07 0.29536E 06 0.70506E 0 - 0.37708E 06
4	 0.12600E 08 0.42804E 06 0.10002E 0 -0.53925E 07
fi	 r	 11` 5	 ..1619iE 	:•3 j.•`-'511_,E	 ,_:i	 ^	 ^	 r	 Iih 0.77662E I r". 1 -If	 _.114' 5E [I,_.
r	 0.19786E 08 0.71012E 06 0.86931E 06 -0.16163E 08
7	 0.23384E Yet_ 0.88265E	 fir". 0.10113E 0 - 0.20409E 08
F I R' T	 7 
WR1, 
E NUMBERS FOR OLD MODES i
MODE	 REAL KX) I MAi_ ( KX) REAL ( F: `') I MAG W-r ,
I	 1	 0.36009E	 07 0.11437E	 16 0.l 084'2E- 08 -O.:-'7984E 0
l	 a	 0.72014E	 07 0.23345E 06 0.88734E 0 - 0.1$947E Or
:J	 0.10_ 01E	 08 0. ;5'^93E 06 ii.38 06E 01 -0.10044E 0^.
^
4	 0. 14399E 	 ii8 ` 0 47585E fir. 0.77978 E 06 -0.87867E 07 35	 0 .17993E  08 0.63162E fir. 0.81700E 06 -0.13911E 0	 .!	 r'	 ia.	 15r'4E	 08 ^i.r'	 61E	 06 ^^.	 _4i_t1E 06 -0.1-3	 ^[it_E 08
r'	 0.25157E 08 i	 c+:_;611E	 fir', 0.11065E 0 - 0. 22419E_. ^^ '? Oi"
i	
TABULATION OF EFFICIENCY
ANGLE OF INC;IDENCE EFFICIENCYf
0 .iJi_I 00 fiE 	 0 0 0.99552E tit
4	 0	 r0 0 fiE	 01 0.98400E 02
0. 12000E 02 0."35156E 02 i
-U	 1'0 0 0 E 	 02 0 .89970E	 i_iEl	
l	 0.24000E	 02 fi,t^2_95E	 02
0.30000E 02 0.74:369E 0
0.36000E 02 0 .6 1-3,39E	 02
0.420100E 02 0.5,454 SE 02
o. 4^ o 0E 02 0 43 9 65E	 fi;_ _ Y;
x 0.54 01:10E	 1:1 2 0::33503E-  02
C 
	
--	 iiryijijiii_iE	 ij;^ ii,2	 r.iiE	 iii
0:
.
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FIG. 8.7 EFFICIENCY VS,. RNULE OF INl7IDENCE
TE WA`v'E, WAVELENGTH=	 it 550 MICRq N:S
LENGTH OF TAPER=	 1 10.000 MICRqNS	 HALF—ANGLE OF TAPER
	 5.000 DE1REES
DIELECTRIC C qN:>TANT=	 10.000	 LOSS TANGENT=
	
0.001)








TM WAVE, WAVELENGTH= 0.550 MICRON:_:
LENGTH OF TAPER=	 10.000 MICRONS	 HALF-AN ►=LE OF TAPER=
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT=	 10.000	 LOSS TANGENT=	 0.000
RELATIVE PERMEABILITY=	 1.000	 LOS= TANGENT=	 0.000
0.125 DEGR EES
CONDUCTIVITY= 0.000 MHO S:•' METER
IMPEDANCE OF MEDIUM= 0.11:+13E	 0:3 + •J	 0.00 OO OE 00 OHMS
FIRST	 1 WAVE NUMBERS FOR EVEN , MODES
MOLE	 REAL(KX) IMAG, l REAL(KY) IMtiG(K
1	 0.92150E 07
i
0 t3969SE 07 0.1292SE 08 -0.63962E 07
FIRST	 1 WAVE NUMBERS FOR ODD MODES
MODE	 REAL(KX) IMAG^::k;X) REAL(KY) IMH^3(W:`.')
F	 1	 0.72000E	 08 0.22998E 07 0.23293F_ 0 -0.71089E 08
TABULATION OF EFFICIENCY_
3
► 	 ANGLE OF INCIDENCE. EFFICIENCY
i1.00iiai_i^iE
	 00 0 9.31	 E
r t;ii00E	 01 009-2106E_ 02
0.12000E 02 0.68905E 02
0.18000E 02 0.83712E 02 j
0.24 rl 1.10E	 02 0.76743E 02
0 : 30000E  02 0.i;-8293E 0E r
00360 00E     02 0.587:34E 02
0.1 42000E 02 0.48509E 02
0;48000E 02 0.38116E 02 - k
00'54000E  1:i2 0.22 0'= 7E 02
0 16	 0 0 0E	 12 0.19003E 02
17 0 Cl i^ E	 02 0.11357E 02
0. 72C, 13 ,E	 02 0.55873E 01
. is . ",	 i_i 0 iaE'	 i ^2 0.19286E 01
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FIG. B •8 EFFICIENCY VS. ANGLE OF INCIDENCE
TM WRVEa lARV'ELENI TH=	 0.550 MICpot t
LENGTH OF TRPER=	 111.001) MICRON. HHLF—ANGLE OF TAPER= 	 0.125 DEGREES
DIELECTRIC CON-3TANT=	 10.000 LOSS TANGENT=	 11.000
RELATIVE PERMEABILITY= 	 1.in30 LOSS TANGENT=	 0.000	 54.




TM I 41A'? E .	 lkiA'-r' ELENGTH= 0.55 0 MICRON::	 r
LENGTH OF TAPER=	 10.000 MI CRONS 	 HALF—ANGLE OF TAPER= 	 0 .250 DEGREES
	 ^,
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT= 10.000 LOS:	 TANGENT=	 0. 0 00  
RELATIVE FERMEABILIT'r'=	 1. 0 00 LOSS TAN I_ENT=	 0.00 0
CONDUCTIVITY= 0.000 MHOS /METER
IMPEDANCE OF MEDIUM= 0.11913E G_, + J	 O.OIl000E	 00 OHMS
`	 FIRST	 1 WAVE NUMBERS FOR EVEN MODES
MODE	 REAL(KX) IMAG(E,•X) REAL(KY)	 IMAG(K:'•i')
1	 0.65883E  0 .' 0.62417E 	 17'• 0.11760E 0;	 — 0.34969E  0 7
FIRST	 1 WAVE NUMBERS- FOR ODD MODES	
h
MODE ' 	REAL(KX) IMAI= (KX) REAL(KY)	 IMAG(K:'i' )
r	 I1	 a .3:^ 14	 E	 0^= 1	 r	 fIa .22926E . i  It_,O .c4 159E 07 - 0.34303E   l" -
a
TABULATION OF EFFICIENCYI
ANGLE OF INCIDENCE EFFICIENCY
1
0.001,IOliE	 00 0 197755E 02
0 6f-i000E	 01 0; 9666EE Oc
r,0 ..1;20 0 0E 02 0.93426E i0*-:' 	 1
0. 18 0 0 GE	 02	 ;' IJ . 8168E 02
0.E4 0 i11.1E	 02 0 .81090E lip
0.30I:100E
	
Ian:	 j 0:72475E 02 a
0.36000E	 tai: 0.62679E 02 j
0. 42000E OE 7.5E130E 0
0.48 0 0 0E	 02	 ! 0 .41317E 02




0.66000E  02	 ^ 0.12803E 02
,u.7 E000E	 Ill 0.64200E 01
—.0.780 100E 	 02 0.282E
0. 33939
E26 017	 ---	 •,I	 n ^J4 1J [I I It.	 ).JC —U . •:J•1^^•^^!t _ la fj
5 5



























FIr,	 i3.,^	 EFFICIENCY Y:;. ANF3LE OF INCIDENCE
TM WRVE^ WRYELENF:TH= 	 _0.550 MICRONS-:
_LENGTH OF TRPER=	 10.040 MIOF,ONs	 HALF-ANGLE OF TAPER=	 4,2-54 DEGREES
DIELECTPIC CONSTANT=	 10.000	 LOS 	 TFNGENT=	 Q.00rl
PELMTIVE PERMEABILITY= 	 1.000	 LOSS TANGENT=	 0.040	 56.
g	 CONDUCTI'vITY=	 0.004 MHOLS/METEF•.
ITABLE	 8.10
TM I^ FiVE', WAVELENGTH = 0. 55 0 MICRON S
LENT= TH OF TAPER=	 10.0 0 0 MICRONS 	HALF-At•^^= LE OF TAPER= 	 0 .500  DEGREES k
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT= 10.000	 LOSS TANG=ENT= 0.000
RELATI VE FERMEHRILITY= 	i . 000,-	 LOSS TAN G=ENT= 0.000
CONDUCT IVI TT= 0 . 00 0 MHOS/METER r
IMPEDANCE OF MEDIUM= 0.119138 	03 + •_I	 O.0D000E 00 OHMS
FIRST	 1 
WAV
E NUMBERS FOR EVEN MODES -
MODE	 REAL t. KX > I MAG (K.X)	 RERL ( k '•) I MAG (KY .,
i	 0.47988E 07 0.43067E 07	 0.1137-EE n:_ -0.1817: E 07
FIRST	 1 WAVE NUMBERS FOR ODIi MODES
x
MOUE	 FEALtk.,, IMA	 . k.X)	 REAL (K Y ) IMA	 k:`;
z	 a
1	 0.18293E 08 0 .2E 03E 07	 0.23344E 0 - 0.14 3'?S E 08
TABULAT I ON OF EFFICIENCY





0.60000E	 01 0.98262E 02 a
0.12000E C2 ( 0.94985E 02
0.18000E	 02 i 0 .89662E 0E
0.24000E 02 I 0.82499E 0
0.30000E 02 0.73782E 02
Ij . 33 E.	 ii i iE	 0 ^^ . b•_•1 r_, ^E	 02 fi




0'.541100E	 02 ^	 5	 iC ..^ 1	 4 •^ E	 .I2
0.60000E 02	 i 0.21690E 02
0.66 1.11.10E	 02 0.1 2 1E 02
..1 
Ij. ' 201313E	 02 0.66774E 01 u,
° ► 0.78,000E	 02 0.E3794E 01
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FIG. B -1 0 EFFICIENCY VS. ANGLE OF INCIDENCE
_ _TM W AVE• WAVELENGTH=	 0.550 MICR qNS
LENG=TH OF TAPER=	 l n . tua r+ ,11 CRONS	 HALF—ANGLE OF TAPER=
	 0.500 DEGREES '	 3
DIELECTRIC C qN:STANT=	 ln.iii,cl	 Lq :sTANG=ENT=	 0.000
}l RELATIVE PERMEABILITY=	 1.0iiii	 LOSS TANGENT=	 0..1irio	 58.
C q NDUCTIVITY=	 0.000 MHOS/METER
TABLE	 B 11
TM WAVE., W AVELENGTH= (1.550 MICRONS 
.-" LENGTH OF TAPER=	 10 , ft f^ a ;MICRONS HALF-ANGLE OF TAPER= 5.000    DEGREE 1^
ItIELECTRIC CONSTANT= 10.000 LOSS TANGENT=	 0.000
RELATIVE PERMEABILITY= 	 1. 000 LO'.. •_ TANGENT=	 ft . 0 tj i t
CONDUCT I V I TY= 0.000  MHOS/ METER
IMPEDAN ►_E OF MEDIUM= 0.11913E	 i-t_; + _I	 0.00000E 00 OHM._: j
FIRST ; 	7 WAVE NUMBERS FOR EVEN MODES
I
^	 ^MODE	 REAL . KX I MAt_;(ti.,;) REAL(KY) Ih1Ht;c.r..'•;'E j
_i	 Ct.1 5897E 	 07 r2,r	 cIft	 ^^r1_^E	 i_tn r c011-.^_^E	 0: -c-tt	 ,,._SE cij ^	 :I





4E	 i_t;• ft.E.1^°r6E	 ter", i-t.8 ,5i_t5E	 0^. -tJ.5ft r1 8' E 0r
4	 0.10831E 08 0.39581E 06 0.38225E 0 -0.11215E 07
5	 0.14425E	 i_i.= 0..29312E 06 0.47963E '0E-. -0.88155E i_t
6
	
0.18026E U;_ 0.2347 1E 06 0.30'.340E'.34 	 06 -ti.13945E UC
7	 1.21629E 08 0.19437E	 i_tr, 0.22890E 06 -ij.18367• E 08
FIRST	 7 WAV E NUMBERS FOR OID MODE.
MODE
	 REHL^:k::;,:^ IMFiG^::k..;::^ REAL(KY) It4A1	 ^.k.' )
1	 0.E9592E 07 0.'R:911E	 ftr', G.;11081E	 08 -t-t.e641,4E ftr',
0.55871E 07 0	 _857E 06 0,10011E	 08 -0.46801E01E 0
i s	 0.90449E ft.• it.,48353E 06 0.70228E	 fi g• -0.62275E itr',
4	 0.12626E 08 0 .	 _c4E	 Ur, 0.7:3739EE 06 - t t .5422,9E 0
5	 0.16225E	 tt_: 0. 26206E	 i_th 0 .::,'6::-,"-;5E	 fir, -Cl .11524E 08
r	 t-i.198E8E	 08 0.212,61E	 fir', i_i.26tj1r-_'E	 06 -0.16206E 01




ANGLE OF INCIDENCE EFFIt_IENC
u
tj	 ttftOftOE
	 00 0.'a9 90E ft
j 0.60000E' 01 0.98891E 02
0.12000E   	 02 tJ '?5r 42E 02
0.1	 000E	 02 tj	 ;?Ct	 ; E U2
1 .24000E 02 U	 :_	 _?E tt
.30000E 02 0.741304E tt
0. 3r t uriE 02 0.651 :=-.' IjE 0
j^ 0.4200 0E 	 tic





0.54000E 02 0.73:3712.2E U
tj r0000E	 02 tj.24134GE 02
t -0.66,0001	 II'=1_	 E	 .^ 0 ^ ^15490E 02
0.72000E 02 0.84713 E 01
f t 0_.78000E 02 0.33867E ft1 59'.0-._4f C, OE	 02 t_ .6041_=tE 00
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FIG. B. 11 EFFICIENCY V-3. ANGLE OF INCIDENC E
1 TM WAVE •	 b,n , ELENGTH=	 i.E .5._I U MICRONS i
LENGTH OF TAPER=	 10.000 MICRONS	 HALF—ANGLE OF TAPER=	 5.000 DEGREE
} DIELECTRIC CONSTANT=	 113.000	 LOSS TANGENT=	 0.000
RELATIVE PERMEABILIT`i=	 1.001)	 LOSS TANGENT=	 ii.cl011	 60. -
CONDUCTIVITY- 	 _ ^ ^0 0u0 MH0 f METEP
TABLE B.12
TE NIAV E , I.JA 'ELENGTH=
	 0.550 MICRONS
LENGTH OF T A PER=	 10.000  MII_RON:_	 HALF-ANGLE OF TRPER	 5.000 DEGREES





1.0o11	 LOSS TANGENT=	 0. 000
CONDUCTIVITY=	 0. 000 MHOS/METER
rry IMPEDANCE OF MEDII_IM= 0.37673E 02






FIRST 	 '' LJIiVE NUMBERS	 FOR E VEN MODES'
M ODE	 REAL(k:X) Ihi A13 Kr;:a REAL(KY) IMAGr:r::`i'
.` 1	 0.18021E 07
f
0.18100E	 05 0.11281E 08 -0.28914E 04 tE 1	 0.5406:3E 07 M4299E 05 0.10064E Ir_: -0.29169E lip y'
0.9 01 05E II;_ 0 .9 049,8E 	 F-15 Fi ,
 7 11 i:4'2E 07 -0	 11r iI9E i_Ir.
4	 0.	 15E 11_' O.12 4cE 06 0.	 001 :E lira - 0.53570E 071	 - 5	 Q.1rJ...1 ,f= 0 ^ F	 JJ.1r45^ E	 Fii` ij. 23132E Oh -11.11514E i_I t
1 6	 0.19823E 0:3 0.2021SE 06 0.24739E 06 - 0 .16201'E 08
7	 0.23427E 08 0.E4046E 06 0.27542E 06 - 0.20453E 08 #_
FIRST	 ;•	 WH','E NUMBERS FOR QDD M qDE'.•:
j..
l MOLE	 REAL(K:••;) LMfiG	 k. REAL(k;'•i') IhtAh
	 fr:10
1	 l 1J .:=tSO42E (7 1	 E0 . J6	 =+'	 05 0_ .11.► 	 41E 11:=_: -1	 1^^1 .^E ij_5^
2,	 0.72 0 84E II71 0 .72398E - 	 05 J0.	 6 + 	 1E 1_i-'1 -0.58 882 E  05
:_:
	 0.10813E 08 0,11 11	 EE. OE	 lr 0.37022E 0 -0.31716E F_Ir'.
4	 O.i4417 E II_ 0.14597E 06 0.23924E24 06 -62E il
5	 11,.181121E 08 = 0.18330E 06 0.23700E 06
_0
it	 139 'Z-"SE __08l r
	 0 . 21625E 08 0.2212 E 06 0.26 055E 06 -0.18362E 0=:
0.25229E 0 0.25989E 06 F..2914 SE 06 - 0.22495E 08 l
TABULATION  OF EFFICIENCY






0,r_.i 000E 01 0.98561E 02
0.1200 0E 02 0.95319E 02
0.18000E 02 0.^7,40i68E iii
0.83075E 02
• li	 IJII{IIIE	 02 7	 _.0. 7454 0E 02 .°
U,:
 ES 110 	 112 0.65069E 02







- 0.24160E 02fl;.rr'. 0C, CIE	 02 1.1.15, 36;E 02
1
0.72000E 02 0. _ 8;_.'f5 E 01
0.78000E	 l i t 0.36555 E
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FIG. 8.12 EFFICIENCY VS. ANGLE OF INCIDENCE
TE WAVE r l FiVELEN7TH=
	 0.550 MICRONS
LENGTH OF TAPER=	 10.000 MICE. qN=	 HALF-ANGLE OF TAPER=	 5.000 DEGREES
DIELECTRIC_ CONSTANT=	 1011.000	 LOSS TANGENT=	 0.x000
RELATIVE PERMEABILITY=	 I.(liili
	
LOSS TANGENT=	 0.0140	 62.
r, CONDUCTIVITY=	 0.A00 MHqS/PlETER
...^.:	 -.^► _	 _„,-  _	 :_	 ^..:_^^.^..`. ^	 r .:	 .... =e	 a ;1`^ -^ 	 _ .y _	 _	 ^_	 >._ _ , . _ =^.^.	 ^a .	 ^	
_ _	 Yt __- ^	 -	 ` 7=	 .__ ..	 .._ LLL ^.. ^. _^_
TABLE B - 13
lc WAVEP WAVELENGTH=
	 0.550 MICRONS
^_I NGTH OF TAPER=	 10.000 MICRONS	 HALF-ANGLE OF "IAPER-'
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT= 100.000	 LOSS TANGENT=	 0.000
RELATIVE PERMEABILITY =-	 1.000	 LOSS TANGENT=	 0.000
CONDUCTIVITY=	 0.000 MHOS/METER
IMPEDANCE. OF MEDIUM= 0.37673'E 02 + J O.00OOOE 00 OHMS
5.000 DEGREES
FIRST	 5 WAVE NUMBERS FOR EVEN MODES
MODE	 REAL(KX) IMAG(KX) REAL(KY) IMRG(KY)
I	 0.92096E 06 0.65045E 06 0.11405E 08 -0.52522E 05
2	 0 .365472E 1.17 0.3691.15E	 173 6 0.106:33E 08 -0.,12425E 06
3	 0.72140E 07 0. 18:391E	 06 O.E38613E 07 -0.14972E 1.16
4	 0.10815E 06 0.12186E 06 0.36990E 07 -0.35631E 06
5	 0.14418E. 08 0.90909E 05 14'8399E 06 -0.87974E 07
i FIRST	 5 WAVE NUMBERS FOR ODD HODES
^' -'MODE	 REAL(.KX"- I MRG, KX REAL(KY) IMAG(KY)
I	 0.20404E 07 0.62296E 06 0.1125SE 08 -0.11291E Cl 6
2	 0.54186E 07 0.24695E 06 0.1131.161E 08 -0.13300E 06
3	 0.90139E 07 0.14656E 06 0.70224E 07 -0.1881EE 06
4	 0.12616E 08 *0E 060 . 10*3 0.24465E 06 -0.53577E 07
5	 0.16221E 08 0.8080SE 05 0.11*,--^83E 06 -0.11515E 08
TABULAT I ON 13F EFF I C I ENCY
FINGLE OF INC I DENCE EFFICIENCY
0.00000E	 00 0.99999E CIE
0 . 6 1) 0 0 0 E	 01 0.98903E 02
09'12000E	 02 0.95655E 02
0 i 181.100E	 02 0.90399E 02
0.24000E	 02 0 . 8 3 *---. 4 8 E Q2
Cl i 30000E	 02 0.74,31 1E 02
0.36000E	 02 0.65209E 02
0.42000E	 02 0.54893E 02
13. 4:3 1:11:1 CIE	 C12 0.4422SE 02
0.540rlr.,E	 02 0 33773E0 02
0 * 60000E	 uE 0.24102E 02
0.66000E	 02 0 . 150-52 1 E
0.72000E	 02 0.863491E 01
(I . 78 0 0 0 E
	 02 0.35058E 01

























FIG.	 B.1 3EFFICIEN•1	 ''r. ANGLE OF INCIDENCE4
i
TM tJA V EP WAVELENGTH =
	rt v`0 11ICF'ON-= t
LENGTH OF TAPER=	 10 . 00ri MICRONS
	 HALF-ANGLE OF THFEF = 	 5.000 DEGREES
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT=	 100.000	 LOSS TANGENT=	 0.1100 -
RELATIVE PERMEABILIT'•r =	1.!i0i	 LOSS TANGENT=	 0.000	 64CONDUCTIVITY=	 0.000 MHOS /METER
TABLE B 1
x
WAVE,	 I,^t}'Hti^^ ELENt= TH= !i . 55 0	 M I t1F:ON;=: 4
LENGTH OF TAPER=	 10.000     MICRON =•: HALF-ANGLE OF TAPER= 5.000   DEGREES
LIELECTRIC CONSTANT= ' 1000.000 LO _ TAN ENT=	 0.000
RELATIVE PERMEABILITY=	 1 . 01t0 LOSS T ANGENT=	 0.00 0
CONDUCTIVITY= 0.000 MHOS /METERMET F..
IMPEDAN+_E OF MEDIUM= 0.1191:3E	 OE + J	 0,00000E 00 12HM
FIRST	 4 WAV E NUMBERS FOR EVEN MODE
MODE	 REAL KX I MAG,ti:^^:: k :; • :^ REAL (KY)k; ,..,i I MAt= (KY)
1 	 0.43015E 06 0.43100E 06 0.11422E 03 - 0 . 1 _,11 BE 05
2'
	 0.36083E 
	 ^:t• t	 ^-	 t6j .115 = :_,E	 j i	 t	 .}iij .1	 8	 . E 0:r,=; -i	
---'^_E0 .:	 = O5
:J 0.72091E 07 0.57496E 05 t: 07 - 0.4677 1E 05
4	 0.10814E 08 0.38331E   05 0 .:36,3 5SE 0 -0.11246E 06-
FIRST
	 4 WAVE NUMBERS FOR OLD MODES
ODE	 REAL (KX) I MAt ( Y•..X) REAL(KY) I MNt3 ( k:Y )
1	 0.113316E	 07 0.1 22703E  06 0.11279E 0 -0.36869E 05
E,	 0.54069E 07 17.76661E 05 13.10064E 08 -0.411,3^'E 05	 -
3	 0.90114E. 114E 0 0.45997E 05 0.70219E 07 - 0.59029E rte
4`	 0.12616E  08 0.32855E  05 0. 77424E 05 - 0. 53536E tj 7
TABULATION OF EFFICIENCY
ANGLE OF INCIDENCE EFFICIENCY
0.12000E	 02 11 ,1356 56E 02
0.11 ,3000E 02 02
i	 ^j . E4 00 C-,E 02 0.
0:•90:#00E
:33:347E 02
11,30r,00E 02 0.x•4# 03E 02
0.13 6 0 0 OE 02
_-0 ^65E2 0E 02
n.. 42110 i_1E	 0` 0.54909E09 OE
0.4-8000E  02 0 442 0EE tie
0.54000E t1 0,.,37 31:1E 02
0.r 1100E	 02 1i ^^41 u1E 11`
E	
-- ' 11,7_, 7"",0iltlE
	 !ic 0 1 15E 3 GE 11;: t
it,', 2000E	 tj2 0:1871 07E 01
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FIG.	 8 • 14EFFI IENCY V.S. ANGLE OF INCIDENi:€E
\ TM WAVE• WAVELENGTH= 	 0.550 MU:P.ONs
LENG=TH OF TAPER=
	
1o.000 MICRONS'	 HRLF—ANGLE OF TAPER= 	 5.000 DEGREEL
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT= 1000.000	 LOSS TANGENT=	 ii.00U
RELATIVE PERMEABILITY=	 1.000	 LOTS TANGENT=	 0.000
CONDUCTI'vITY=	 0.000 MHO'S/METER
	 66.
.TABLE B - 15
0.18 02:3 07 0*57241E 04 0.11281E 08
0.5406SE 07 0.17172E,05 0.10064E 08
0.90113E 07 0.28620E 05 0.7021SE 07
















RELATIVE PERMERBILITY=	 1.000	 LOSS TANGENT=
	
0.000
CONDUCTIVITY=	 0.000 MHO M,.
IMPEDANCE OF MEDIUM= 0.11913E 02 + J O.00OOOE 00 OHMS
	




REAL(KX)	 IMAG(KX)	 REAL(KY)	 IMRG(KY)
FIRST	 4 WAVE NUMBERS FOR ODD MODES
JODE
	 REAL(KX) IMAG(KX) REAL(KY) IMR6(KY)
1 0.36045E 07 0.11448E 05 0.10840E 08 -0.:3,8066E 04
2	 0.72091E 07 0.2E-896E 05 0.88621E, 07 -0.1.3.625E 05
3	 0.10814E	 08 0.34345E 05 0.36857E 0• -0.10076E 06
4	 0.1441SE 08 0.45793E 05 0.75057E 05 -0.87966E 07
TABULATION OF EFFICIENCY
ANGLE OF INCIDENCE EFFICIENCY
0000000E	 00 0.99817E 02
0.60000E	 ri 1 0.9862SE 02
0.12000E 02 0.95,386E 02
0.18000E	 02 0.90252E 02
O., 24000E 02 0.83149E 02
0	 0 0 13 CIE	 02 0.74610E 02
01 6 0 0 0 E 02 0.65165E 02
0 142 0 r.1 0E	 02 0.54912E 02
0 14 0 0 E 02 0.44;206E 02
0 1 54000E	 02 0.33793E 02
1)	 b- li 0 u- L-1 E	 02 0.24278E 02
1)	 0 ri 0E	 02 0.15953E 02
0 1 7LD-OOOE	 02 0.90083E 01
0.78000E 02 13 . a. 7 6. (;- EE 01
0.84000E 02 0.71332E 00
67.
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FIG.8,.15 EFFICIENCY VS. ANGLE OF INCIDENCE
TE WPVE• WR'•rELENGTH=	 0.550 MICRONS
{ LENGTH OF TAPER=	 14.00 MICRONS	 HALF—ANGLE OF TAPER=	 5.000 DEGREE•
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT= 1000.000 	 LOSS TANGENT=	 ij.0 1ii
RELATIVE PERMEABILITY=	 1.1.10 cl 	 LOSS TANGENT=	 1).01*10	 68.
{ CONDUCT I V I T'V=	 0.000    MHOS/METER
r
TABLE B.16
i , 1ARVE • <JAVELENG7TH=	 0 .550 MICRONS
IENGTH OF TAPER=	 10.000   MICRONS	 HALF-RNGLE OF TAPER=	 5.000 DEhF`EE:
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT=	 10.000	 LOSS TANGENT=	 0 .100
RELATIVE PERMEABILITY=	 1.00 0 	 LONE: TANGENT=	 0.000  
CONDUCTIVITY=	 0.000 MHOS/METER
IMPEDANCE OF MEDIUM= 0.11-8'6 9E 0:3 + J 0.59 197E 01 0HM*-
FIRST	 5, WRVE NUMBERS FOR EVEN MODE_:
MODE	 REAL(1<;X)	 IMAI_ (KX)	 REAL r: K"' 1	 IMA1= 1::1!:''i' 1
•	 i	 1	 11	 0.17977E I 7i. i Il 5679 E f_=.o	 i'	 ^	 J 0 . 11282E   ii;_ _ - 0 . 9049-E C14
a	 0.53925E 07 0.17226E 06 0.1007-13E  08 -0.922 15E 05
:3 ,	 0 . 89859E 07 0.2=93 02E 06 0.707 00E 0 -1".I .:3 7242E 06
.	 ^„5, r.4	 I	 1'=	 =E 08 - Ii	 11	 111424 :4E	 : 6.. II .:':^993SE I r'J -0.53362E III i
I
0.161611E 08 0.54443E 06 0.76887E 06 -0.11443E 06
FIRST	 5 WAVE NUMBERS F13R q DD MODE:
i t MODE	 REAL k:'X ItY1HG(KX) REAL(KY) Ir-lA Gi.K''i'i'
I
1	 0.35953 E 07 0 r11•J5L,E	 1:16 0. l ii: ,44E 08 -0. 376518 E 05
a	 0.71894E 117 0.23170E	 fir, 0.;=8_.'30E 07, - ►1.18 5: E 06 x?
0	 1 11 7 ;=;' E G=; 0 . 35686E  06 0. 39186E 07 -0.98186E Iit
3
r 4	 0.14:36'?E 08 0.4 7085E	 fir". 0.77431E 06 -0.87379Ef' 9 fj;
5	 0.17948E 08 0.62227E 06
•
0.80626E062 06 -0.13852E 08
t 1
TABULATION OF EFFICIENCY
ANGLE OF INCIDENCE, EFF I 0: I EN1=:''r
i
0600000E0E 00 0 .996 4SE 0E
0 + 6I_i00UE
	 (11 0.9 .84'92E 02
k
0.12000E  0 0`.95249E 0'2
0	 1L 01.10E
	 02 0.1 i 06?E I_t;_
' 0 24 	 II` O.329:39E 02
s' 17',;3 0 C I: 0E	 1j2 0.744r.EE 02
0. 36 000E    2 G. 64'?:^	 E 0
0.420CIOE 02 G'.54644E 02
-, Ij'	 =^	 i_LrlDOE 02 0 . ^#	 + 94E 02
fi!5400CIE ii` 0. 33592E 02
IJ', 6 1:I O O O E	 1:1 2 0.2:3947E 02
0.E- r, 0iI0E	 fjc 0.1`5441E 02
0.12000E 02 0.34472E 01
0..7800CIE	 ill 1).=="=,12E 01
0,84000E 02 O.r0	 04E III_l
6.1.1 imJ
69
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FIG. 8.16 EFFICIENCY VS. ANGLE OF INCIDENCE
?E WPVE. WAVELENGTH=
	 0.550 MICRONS
Lf LENGTH OF TAPER=	 10.011 11
 MICRONS	 HALF-ANGLE OF TAPER=
	
5.000 DEGREE'S
1 - DIELECTRIC CONSTANT=	 10 0flo	 LOSS TANGENT=,
RELATIVE PERMEABILITY=	 1	 ij00	 LOSS TANGENT=	 ir.000	 70.
-CONDUCTIJvITY=	 _	 -0.000 MHOS/METER .
TABLE B.17
M^ AVE P W AVELENGTH= 0.550 MICRONS
, ^NuTH OF TAPER=	 10 .000 MI CRONS HALF -ANA_ LE OF TAPER= 5.00 0 DEGREE =
<- DIELECTRIC CONSTANT= 10.000 LOSS TANGENT= 0.100
RELATIVE PERMEABILI TY= 	 1.000 LOSS TANGENT= 0.0 00
CONDUCT I'•r I TY= 0.000 MHO /METER y
IMPEDANCE OF MEDIUM= 0.11369E 03 + J	 0.59197E 01 OHM':
c FIRST	 5 WAVE NUMBERS FOR EVEN MODES
. MODE
	
REAL ( KX) I MAM= r; I....x REAL (KY)fti:Y) I MAt-,	 f::'t)
1'	 0.16117E	 07 0.55045E 06 0.11323E 03 -0.78345E 05
2
	
0.41160E	 07 0.11315E 07 0.10725E	 iii -0 . 43423E 06
3	 0.72:359E. 07 0.623:=2E 06 0.03767E 07 •-0.50051E ifir"4	 0.1080SE 03 0.39604E  06 0.38815E 07 - i7.1102SE 07
5	 0.14403E 00 0.29260E tar 0.47966E 0 - 0 .37896E 0
FIRST	 5 WAVE NUMBERS F qR ODD; MODES - -
}- VLODE
	 REAL (K I MAG(KX) REAL( KY) I MAG (K Y )
1	 0 .2 9 54; E 07 0,10446E 07 0.11 OU SE 03 •- 0.27 _ 37' E 06
0.55379E 07 O.S6059E 06 0.1 0040E 00 •-0.47. 467E 06
3
	 0.90149E  0 0.43S538 U6 0.7 0616E 0' -0.62367E 06;. _4	 0.1260E OG 0.33375E 06 0.73214E 06 -is.5_	 9_' 07 r
r 5	 0.16211E OS 0.26146E 06 0.36342E 06 .-4.11505E 03
TABULATION OF EFFICIENCY!
ANGLE OF INCIDENCE ! EFFICIENCY
0.00000E  0 0 0.99991E 02 I
0. 6 0000E 	 jai 0 1 9S_91E 02 K
010000E 02 0195642E 02
0.18000E 02 0 1903„87E 02
:. 0.24000E 02 0. 3	 _GE 02
030000E  02	 ^ 0.74802E 02
0136000E    02 0.651 ?E 02
0.42000E   02 0. 54 84GE 02
0 4	 0 0 0E ri2 0.442135E 02 ^.QQ.5400 OE 02 0.33767E 02
0J6 0000E 02 0.0053E iOR
0166000E Q O'. 154':5E' 02 1
b 0172000E 02 01847 12E 01
0.78000E 02 0.33338E 01
;f i3..,_:40 10E .OE 0. 6 0305E 00 kt^' 
71.
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FIG3. 8. 17 EFFIC.IENCY Vd	 . ANGLE OF INCIDENCE
TM WAVE., WAVELENGTH= 	 0.550 MII_RONS
LENGTH OF TAPER=	 10.000 MICRONS	 HALF-ANGLE OF TAPER=	 5.000 .DEGREES
DEELECTRIC CONSTANT=	 10.000	 LOSS TANGENT=	 0.1rio
1
RELATIVE PERMEABILITY= 	 1	 o0l	 LOSS TANGENT=	 0.000
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FIG. 8 •18 EFF"ICIENCY VS. ANGLE OF INCIDENCE
TE lJRVE^ WAVELENGTH=	 0.550 MICROrlS
LENGTH qF 'TAPER=	 10.000 MLCRON.	 HALF-RNGLE OF TAPER- 	 5.000 DEGREES
DIELECTRIC CON:3TANT=	 1.0A0	 LOSS TAN,.;ENT=	 0.000
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8.19• i	 FIG.	 EFFICIENC'r' VS. ANGLE OF	 INCIDENr.E
TM WRVE• 'WAVELENGTH= 	 0.550 MICRON
LENGTH OF TRFER=	 10.000' MICRONS
	 HALF-RNGLE OF TAPER=	 5. 000 LEA FEE 









TE WAVE 9 WAVELENGTH= 0.550 MIC:RON=<
LENGTH OF TAPER = 	10.01:+0 P1IC:F:Ot'i_•: HALF-ANGLE OF TAPER=
	 5.000 DEGREE
IIIELEI_:TRII	 CONSTANT= 1 .0130 LOS'S TANGENT=	 Ij.0 Ijij
RELATIVE PERMEABILITY=
	 1.000 LOSS TANGENT=	 0.000
CONDUCTIVITY=	 :j001710.000 MHO:::: METEF:
IMPEDANCE OF MEDIUM= li..2':+_7•9E	 li:; +	 I	 li.12iJ7r'E 03	 OHM.'--*
F IR:}T
	 7 WAVE NUMBERS FOR EVEN  MODE S r
MODE	 REALi:k„; # IMAFf K:,?.) REAL (K'-() IMAG<	 )





2' 	 0.51838E 07 0.2,9531E 06 0.10187E
	
0
-0.20135E    ljE
ri.85 3 E
	
►ji' U' r5445c:E	 06 0. 7623 0E 07 -0 .7 CIE.
.}	 0.11889E	 +:+8 0.8141 5E
1	
1-'4E	 I+.' - IJ . 4 ^f11 2 4E Ur
0.15164E 08  l+r.0. 83384E II	 1 2r` 3E	 117 -0.10017E I+_ a
_6
	 0.18546E  0 0.7.5445E 06 0.95694E 0 -0.1462_2E 08
r'	 0.22021E 08 0.6553.3E 06 0.76639E 06 -0-18830 E I:C_:
FIR:•_ T	 7 WAVE NUMBERS FOR ODD MODE:;:




	 CI E , fj.11j 9CIE	 08 -U	 _41:_;4E 05
-'	 0.6=993E 07 0.52561E 0e 0.91292E 07 -+J ;_9723E 0
_^	 0 .1^j2	 4E	 ►j_ _ l	 -. 5.i.r•^#•a41E	 06 5320. 532 73E 07 -0,1419E Ij.
4	 0. 1351 7E 08 0.83327E 06 0 .15347E 07 -1J . f_ _::	 =:7'E Ili'5	 0.16845E 08 O.G.0 l,•`•_,E	 06 0.10877E 07 •-0.12401E ii:=:
r".
	
08 0.	 04_SE 06 11.15225E	 06 -0.16757E li=;






0.0ri0:I IjE	 Ii0 0.99700E 02 
0.60000E 01 0.9 E.05E 02
0.1120 13CIE CIE 0., 5361E 02
13. ! 1 Ij1j0 	 ;02 0'.9uI C, 7E	 132 Y
0. 1240 130E  	 02
_	 -
O . :J 08CIE 02
0	 Ij l_I Ij 11E	 fj2
_^. 0.74569E 	 II`
11. '
	
r,IjiillE	 1:+2 0.64 39E	 II`
0'' 2Cl!ICIE	 .tit 0 .54624E 02f	
0.46000E 	 02 11144047E !+2
1j,.^4 llj+lE	 ii2 IJ 6,14E 0
0.6 C000E 02 0 23 7 '1E 0
0,66000E 02 0.15074E	 02; c
0 ., • 200CIE-CIE 0 .81.1221E 01
0.78000E    2 0.30790E 01 77. 
171 . 34 0 0 CIE	 02 0 .51 62CIE 00 =
I?
I^	 4"tttt+t+++^t+t++tfttr++}++};}+`'+t++++t^irf++tht'FF+''ttti+++ttfti+itt+t+'' 	 '
C► 	L	 8o	 IOO
FIG. 5.20 EFFICIENC Y
 VS. ANGLE OF INCIDENCE
i	 TE lRVE9 bJAV ELEN^3TH=	 U.5551) MICRONS
LENGTH OF TAPER= 10. 001) MICP,ONS	 HALF ANGLE OF TAPEP.= 	 :5.000 DEGREES
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT=	 1.000	 LOS'S TANGENT	 0.000
RELATIVE PERMEABILITY' = 	1.000	 LOSZ TANGENT = 	cl.000
CONDUCTIt: ITY	 30001.1.000 MHOS.'METER	 78.
TABLE	 B.21
f	 TM klA',rE •	 WAVELENGTH= 0 .550 M I C ROWS
LENGTH OF TAP EP	 10. 0 00  MII RONS HALF-ANG LE
 OF TAPER= 5.000 DEGREESi	 DIELECTRIC CONSTANT= 1.000 LOSS TANG=ENT=	 0.000
j RELATIVE FERMEAF I L I T''i'=
	 1 .000 LO S TANGENT=	 0.01i iJCONDUC TIVITY=	 30000.000 MHOS,: METERi
IMPEDANCE OF MEDIUM = 0.2937 ,?E 	 03 + J	 0.12077E 0:_.,	OHM:
FIRST	 7 WAVE NUMBERS FOR EVEN MODE:_ ;>
MODE	 REAL(KX.*:- IMAi (K ) REAL(KY) IMA_ (k•;''i`) w,.
1	 0.18662E 07 0.21789E 06 0.11273E 08 -0-36073E 0
2	 0.565 E.E	 07 0.71193E  06 0 .9 -5.3'4 E 0 -0.40447E 0
-'	 -0.10005E	 00 0.11186E,__0 0.593'45E 0 -ii
4	 0.14010E
	
08 0,.79:3 6.E	 bJ , 0.1:3587E 0 0.31852E 075	 0.17736E  0 0. 6 0822E 06 0.79457EE 06 -0.13_576E 08
n	 0.21409E 0 E 0.4958SE Cdr 0.5 -8625E Qh - 0 .1:109E 08f,
7	 0.25047E,
	
0r3 0.41952E 06 0.47139E CAE, 0.E2291E 08
j	 F IR'._ T	 ;• W AV E NUMBERS FOR ODD MODE._
MODE	 REAL<F• X) IMAG(K X) REAL( Y) IMHG(K'•i')
1	 1, .•1,':3_14E	 07 0 .44772E 06 0.10807E 08 0.15467E 06
c	 0.77008E 07 0.10237E
	
i_i;• 0.85500E 0 -0 201E 063	 0.120,•^;3E , 08 0.93741E 06 0.24937E 07 - i-i.45__,5E Cii^
4	 0.1589 E 08 0.61839E 06 0.98816E 0 -0.11072E ri_;
0.19577E 08 0.54614E 06 17.67231E 06 -0.15903E 086
	 0.23232E	 ii._ _ 0.4543iJE	 ilr_, 0.52170E 06 -0.20;230E Cr_; 1
'	 0
.268E. • E	 CIS 0.38964E  06 0.43049E ijr -` i.24. 1,•• E i'ir-
TABULATION OF EFFICIENCY
ANGLE OF INCIDENCE EFFICIENC:''r
0. 60000t     0 0 0199852E 02
0.P,0F,C,CIE
	
i_11 q 98751E 02
0.12000E     ` 02 fJ .'a5:=_, C i ;• E
	 02
0.18000E 	 i_i2 Cl	 '?FJ'254E	 i_i
0.24000E Cie ii,. 83202E	 02
0.30000E Cie 0174661E	 f_iE
0.:36000E	 02 0!64988E  Cif
0.42000EE	 i_i2 0.54; ;•E	 Cie
0.48000E 02 882E	 iJ0.4.3.
0.5401-10E 02 0.33:365E 	 02
w	 0.60000E 02 0.235,32E	 02i	 0E -02 0.148 Ar'E	 O
0.7 20'0 OE	 Cif - -
0	 78 , 0 0 OE 	 iii Ci	 E95 510E	 01'
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LENGTH OF TAPER=	 10.001	 MICRONS HALF—ANGLE OF TAPER= 	 5.00j DEGREES
s; DIELECTRIC CON.`_:TANT=	 1.000 LOSS TANGENT=	 0.000
F;
t
41, RELATIVE PERMEABILITY= 	 1.000 LOSS TANG=ENT=	 0.000 80	
f
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































I Q	 ZC7	 ^^	 470	 ^v	 ^^
FIG. B.22EFFICIEN Y VS. ANGLE OF IN IDENI E
TE WAVE • WAVELENGTH=	 0.550 MICF,ON_:




1.000	 LOSS TANGENT=	 fl. Cl
RELATIVE PERMEABILITY =	1.O1.11.1	 LO	 ,. TANGENT =	0.01j0	 82

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































FIG. 3•2 3 EFFICIENCY	 . RNGLE OF INCIDENCE
TM WRVE • WFIVELENGTH =
	0.550 MICRONS
LENGTH OF TRPER-	 10.000 MICP.ON S
	HRLF-RNGLE 13F TAPED..=	 5.000 DEGREES:
DTELECTRIC CON ;TRNT=	 1.000
	 LOSS TANGENT=	 rl.Oi111
P,ELRTIVE PEPMERBILIT `f= 	 1.000	 LOS TANGENT = 	0.0133,	 84.
1 CONDUCTIVITY=	 300000.000 MHOSo METEF,
L
r
♦++ NEWEL 1 ♦+♦	 11/02/76	 PAGE— 1
100 REAL L ^MUREL, O
11 0 COMMON /GEO•r 	L • I,,JA EL , ALPHA • THETA, THST0P , TH I Nip
.l' .20i COMMON r,'MAT/ EPSF:EL , MIJF EL • THN • TFiNMHf, • :: I i=
1:30 i:.0h1t1Or •i	 •^^IaIAV Ehir 	 k:: p tiTEFM:	 -k. a	 (20) •k.'i C(2ta) Pk.:,_.(0) ,k: r _.(0)
i 4 f, COMMON .,"KEYS/ I TAB ^ I kIAV
150 C13MM0N .^ PERP r` I T' • PE
Zhu COMPLEX K C ±k::YC •k::; = •k:;YS
11 70 DATA P I sC	 .141 592654 ^ 2 . 99 7 02456ES
180 WRITE (9,1 0 0)
190 100 FORMAT (1X• ' GEOMETRI'C PRRRMF_TERS' p .• . 5X . rI
00 +`LENGTH OF WEDGE IN MICRONS ';,
21 0 READ ( 9 ;11 0 ) L
22 0 110 FORMAT	 (3F 1:3.0 )
23 0 L=L+1.E-6
X40 WRITE (9Y120)  
250 120  FORMAT ( 5X • ` HALF—ANGLE OF WEDGE 
IN 
DEGREES 
EE 0 READ < 9 ,110) ALPHA
270 ALPHA=ALPHA+P I:' 1 0 	 -
280 WRITE (911:30
290 1:30 FORMAT (5 5'ANGLE=• OF INCIDENCE IN DEGREES (SST ART, :3TCP • 'STEP)
:300 READ (9P110) THETA,THSTOP.•THIN
=10 THETA=THETA+P I:' 13 0
320 IF	 (ABS (TH:•_:TOP-90) . LE . 0.1)	 THSTOF'	 _ 9 '?
330 TH: TOP=TH = TOF'+P I : ' 1 8 0
340 THIN==THIN ►=:+PI/ 1 _ 0
350 WRITE (9,140)
S60 140 FORMAT (5;:•:; , ' WAVELENGTH IN MICRON S
J'7 13 READ	 (-D+11	 )	 I.0AVEL
380 WAVEL=IAAVEL+1.E-6
`	 390 WRITE (99150)
400 150 FORMAT ^ lX.-,. • /,1 X `MATERIAL CONSTANTS' ./ .
410 +5X,''DIELECTF..Ir_: CONSTANT	 :^
_ 420 READ ( 9 i i i ) EF _ REL
4:30 'WRITE (91160)
440 160 FORMAT (5X q `LOSS TANGENT
450 READ (9,110) TAN
4E -)RITE (9,170) 
470 170 FORMAT (5Xi'RELATIVE PERMEABILIT'r'
4800 READ ( 9 .,110) MUREL
490 WRITE (9 180)
5000 1;_ 0 FORMAT (5X , ' MAGNETIC: LOSS TANGENT	 r,
51 !i READ (9.11V TANMAG j
520 WRITE (9^19 0)
530 190 FORMAT ('^	 a'CONDUCTIVITY IN MHO •='METER `)
540 READ (9,11 0) 	 SIG
550 WRITE (9p2OO)
560 EOO FORMAT ':1„,:. • 1X a'TE OR TM TYPE WAVE-7 (1 OR
570 READ (9!210)	 IWAV
530 210 FORMAT (11 0)
590 RPER=E+L+SIN(RLPHA*-', ,	 i'.rEL
F '' RITE<99220)	 - xE
t x,10 22 0^  FORMAT	 (I X , `. ,1 <, • APERTURE I S 	 F	 3	 W F-i','ELENGTH:_ ACRD •.
Ir 20 +. ' , 1. • : NUMFEF•. 	 OF	 MODE._	 +
630 READ (9,210)	 NTERM:=:
64 0 ILIA';: _WAVEL•, ' I , E—r
650 TAPER=L.r' 1 . E-r".
^I
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660 ALPH=ALPHA+180/'PI
67 10 IF (IWAV.EQ.1) WRITE (9q.*_--.'00) WAV
E q fj IF (ItJAV.EQ.E,'- WRITE (9.q 400) WVA96 WRITE (99500) TAPER PALPH i EP':7'REL P TAN 9 MUREL 9 TANMAG i::--'I G
700 300 FORMAT
	 WAVE, WAVELENGTH=
71 Oi +Fe,.3-.,* MICRON*
720 400 FORMAT (1X
	 ,2_5X 'TABLE 	 WAVEP (dA% ELENGTH=`•
73 r, +FS.3^'* MICRONS')
740 500 FORMAT (lXv`LENGTH OF TAPER= ',F8..:3.,-' MICR.ON*.:_-.`
75 9 + , HALF—ANGLE OF TAPER= '.,F8.3,' DEGREES' q / p lX p `DIELECTRIC CON-TANT=
760 +1=:3.3q9X,'*LO:_'S- TANGENT= '.qF8.3q.-'.,,lX.q`REL8TIVE
776 + -FERMERBILITY= l qF8.3,'*LO*i­S_, TANGENT=b­ 7X,
780 +' CONDUCT IVITY= 'qF8.3 p ' MHOS/METER')
796 CALL WAVNUM(IWRV)




840 ♦ CALCULATE WAVE NUMBERS FOR BOUND MODES
850 *
860 ' UBROUTINE lj.lAVNUM(Ib.lRV)
870 COMMON IGEOz L.q WRVEL.R ALPHA .,THETA
880 C13MM13N ., MAT/ EP* P.ELPhIURELTFitiTFiNMFit-,,SIC,
890 COMMON .,JJR•EN•,' KQNTERMS,KXC(20),KYC(20),K .'(EO),KT'.' (20)
900 REAL KOiLqMURELFMUI.,
910 COMPLEX J, ETA - ImEVEN., bjODD.RCS QRT KXC.., KYC I KX.-_ q. KYS. Z
920 DATA PI^CETAO
f, =1) DATA EP*.3,0-., MU0
J=CMPLX 13 1
950 K0=2*PI/WAVEL
960 OMEGA=C ♦ KO
970 ETA=CSQRT (MU 0*MUREL* 1 —.J*TANMRG) 1 --'(EPS O*EPSREL* 1 --j*TAN) —.J*S I G/
980 +OMEGA))
990 Tl=L ♦• IN(RLPHR)
1900 T2=KO*T1
1 0 1 C., IF (:ItklFqV.Er4.1) tdEVEN=J*ETAu/ETA*T2
-1020  IF f I l)JAV.Elz-1.2) WEVEN=J*ETR/,ETAO*TE
1030 IF (IWAV.EQ.l) WODD=—_I+ETR0.,,*ETA*TE
1040 IF IAODD=—.J*ETFi/ETFi 0*T2
1950 ICOUNT=1
10 6 n
19 7 0 100 CONTINUE
1080 N=N+l
1090 CALL ZTANZ (N WiEVEN Z ERRR)
1100 IF (REAL((..,.LT.0.) GO TO 100
lilf, KXI--: ( I COUNT) =Z/T 1
li20 IF (ICOUNT.13T. 1 FiND.CAB:S(KXI-7(Ir-'[]LltiT)—KXC( I0:01_INT-1)) LE.
1 1:_3., +.01♦CABS(K*XC(ICOUNT))) 1313 TO 100
1 14r, K-f'l_-.-(,ICOUNT)=C* F..!RT(KO*+E—P:*XC,"IC13Llt4T)**E)
1150 IF (REAL (KYC ( I COUNT) LT,. 0	 KYl'(ICOUNT)=—KYC(ICOUhT)
1 1 6 0
 1 COUNT= I COUNT+ I
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	 PAGE-•3
r 1220 CALL ZCQTZ (N v WGDD • Z F ERRR
1230 IF (REAL(Z) .LT . O . ) GO TO. 200
f50 IF	 (ICQUNT.i=T.l .AND.CAF:
	 ::K:^^= ::Ii= q I_t NT	 -k:;;:=r:ICQUNT-1:^'^ .LE.
1260 +.iit+%AB:S(KXS(ICOUNT))) 60 TO 200
1LD-70 k::'•rS(ICGUNT)=C*•-.*!F'T(KO**E-k:XS(ICG ►_IhfT) ♦♦E.
1280 IF (REAL(K'r	 (ICOUNT)) .LT.O .) k::'i (ICOUNT)=-K:'•i'S
 (ICOUNT)N
1290 ICOUNT=ICOUNT+l
i 100 IF (ICOUNT.LE.NTERMS) 60 TO 200
} 1310 WRITE (9F300) ETA
' 13-20 300 FORMAT	 (1;<: ,:''.' ± 1' .9 ` IMPEDANCE OF MEDIUM=
	 •E12.5 ±'	 + •J	 +Elc .5 ;
1330 +' OHMS'
k' 1340 WRITE (9:	 400) NTERM:=:
135 0 400  FORMAT i l X • •'FIRST	 • + I 4 p ' WAVE NUMBERS FOR EVEN MODE =: ` • • . :1
i 136 0 WRITE (9 y 450))
1 •1 a.a7 1 ' 2 ^. J	 :'	 'REAL	 1	 i	 tiroX50 FORMAT 	 " MODE	 :, •^.k•r*;;^	 ••:•	 CX"	 "IMRG(KX)	 .97X • •'F:EFiL(K •
 ) -
J 13330 +5X: 	''IMAG(K:'•t')' •:'':
1390 DG 600 M=1 RNTERM'Sr 1,4 00 WRITE	 (9:	 500)
	 MPKXC(M),k;YC C: P1
1410 500 FORMAT (l	 +14 p 4(cc. .,El2.5) )14EO 6 00 CONTINUE
14:30 WRITE (95700) NTERM:
i 1440 7 0 0 FORMAT r 1 X	 leX, a'F I R _:T	 ± I4 •	 WAVE NUMB ERS FGR GDD MODES' .:	 s
145 1i ICI	 r,;^RITE	 •45ii :^
146 0 DG 800 M=1 pNTEFMs





152 0 + THIS SUBROUTIN E
 FINDS RPPF;G? I MATELY THE MTH ROOT OF THE
1510 + EQUATION Z+ Ari (Z) =W154 0 +
1550 SUBROUTINE ZTAt •
 Z(M • ►.kl FZ •ERRF)
1560 COPIPLE„
	 ,I,1,C a?F:T •^1 +
	 ^ •	 ,	 .i l .tl^	 i	 i1	 .r_ ?_	 i^ ^#
s 1570 REAL NUD J ; NNUDU
1!580 COMMON PERE,r I T •r FE
1.5'0 DATA PI .'3.141592654/
1 -00 ITYPE=1
' 1-r10 t•^=h1-1
1 6i E i^
1 r' 31:1 ♦ CHECK FOR EASY 'SOLUTIONS  FIRST
16!4 0
15;10 IF	 GO TO 20
s 1660 IF	 i=Q TO 30
l r;• i i
`
J1^''	 0 ♦ EXPAN=:IONZ-S ABOUT LIKEL'•i POINT.;
! 16"q o
171,30 T1=N+PI
t 1 7 10 C 1=1 +61.'E
120 1 =T1+(-Tl+i__:i4RT(TI++E+4*ttl+i_1)). r:E+C1.j
. „-,ii T c= (`+N+1 )+F,I•.`
gf[g
E
_ 4 40 i_Z=W+1
1750 E=TE+(C2-i_:Q T(i_:E ♦♦E+E ♦ TE+♦6))• T
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1790 Z3=T3+(—(C:B+T )+C  QPTr: (C:_+T )+*2+4*C - —*(I.ki+T:1))) •( E+x_33) f
300 T4=f.'4*M+S)*F1.^4
181 0 U4=1 +I.I	 .
1820 C44=1+(W+T4)/E
1830 Z4=T4+((C:4 —T4)—C =:i RT% (i_4—T4)**E+4*C44*(W+T4)) .: /(2*C44)
1840 ERRI=ERRTAN(Zl PW) t _=1850 ERR2=ERRTAN (Z2.-,.)
186 0 ERR:3=ER.RTAN (Z3 • ki ) Y
1870 ERR4=ERRTAN (Z4 , W
I 1880 ERRR=RMIN1 (ERR 1 ,ERRE,ERR3:ERR4)
1890 IF	 (ERRR•..EQ.ERR1)	 Z=I:1 F f
1900 IF (ERRR.EQ.ERPE) Z=ZE
1910 IF	 (ERRR.EQ.ERR:3) .._—?
1920 IF	 (ERRR.EO.ER:R4)	 :=Z4
1930 *
1940 + IMPROVE :=OLUTI;ON BY —PER:TURBATION
1950 *
1980 NUD•J=.1




	 (W) .DR. Ii=.'OUNT.i_E.14)
	 RETURN
2010 CA LL REFINE ( Z , W ERRR , N UD.J p 0 .)
2020 CALL REFINE	 (Z eixi,ERRR •NNUD•_I, 0 .;
2030 CALL. REFINE (Zpto).ERRR 0 . ,NUD_i)
j	 '.'040 CALL REFINE	 (Z,i.J,ERPP 0.,NNUD,.J)
20E.0 NNUD•J=NNUD_i/E
2070 F=OUNT=Ii1DUNT+i
21;1 _ 0 GO TO 10
2090 20 CONTINUE
2100 _( (N+PI)**2+I,1)•'(ti*FI:'
8110 ERRR=ERRTAN (Z , W )
2120 RETURN
t 2130 30 C13NTINUE
L-140 ^—	 ^.	 M-1	 PI: 2	 ,.	 1	 a:




21-14 0 + THIS SUBROUTINE FIND_. APPROXIMATELY THE NTH ROOT OF THE
8200 * EQUATION -*+=OT(Z)=61
2210
2220 _.UBR:OUTINE ZC:OTZ(N,bJ,Z,ERRR)
22:30 COMPLEX	 Z..J. C. :!R:T Y Z1
	 Z2,'.1,1
2240 REAL	 NUD•J , NNI JD.J
`	 225 COMMON /PEPE:' ITYPE
2260 DATR PI .,,3.141592654/
227n I TYPE =E
228 0 5 +=ONTINUE
2 1 X10 ♦ CHECK FOR EASY SOLUTIONSF I RZ::T
2310 •
2:320 IF (CR : (W 	 LT.	 GO TO 20
2330 IF	 (1_HF''•(kJ) . ► T.1 i+N*FI )	 i;O TO 30
-- -------- -------- --------- -------
++♦ NE trtEC 1 +++	 11.,,02: `7 6	 _PAGE- 5
r
,i 2340 +
P150 + EXPAN:SIONS ABOUT LIKEL`f. POINTS r
237 1:1 T 1=Pi+F' I
2380 C1=1.-1..1
, ! •_all.23 :•	 =	 +;^. I	 — 1_.'yl^!	 ^ I	 ♦♦ 	 +	 +	 ♦+ ^	 '^'} .O1	 T1	 :1	 ''S RT..^1	 c 2 T1	 2r..'T1
240 TE=(E+N-1)+PI/E £N2 #10 112=2-W Y
2'' 20 Z2=T2-1ai.fT2
24:30 IF (W.NE.2.) Z2=T2+( — TE+Cv1:!PT(T2++; -E *tt1+1_2) ,/C
2440 ERR 1=ER..RCOT (Z 1 , W )
2450 ERR2=ERRCOT ( Z2., 10
2460 ERR.R=AMIN1(ERR1,ERR2) }
E47 0 IF	 (ERRF•.. E ►) . ERR I)	 Z_Z 1
f 2480 IF (ERRR . Eg . EF.R2) Z=Z2
` 24 90 +
2500 + IMPRO'v'E SOLUTION BY PERTURBATIOhi
' 2510





2560 IF (ERRR.LE..01+ ►_8BS(W)) RETURN
2570 CALL REFINE (Z 0.,.1,ERRP gNUli_i, 0. )
258,0 CALL REFINE (Z.W,ERPR,NNUL.J,0.)
2590 CALL REFINE
	 (Z l;J , ERRR % 1:1.	 Nl-,DJ) 
6 0 CALL REFINE f; ; q kt p
10 hid D.J=hiUD J/2
2620 NNIJDJ=NN1_tli._/2
E6=0 ICOUNT=ICOUNT+1
2640 IF (ICOUNT.LT .14) GO TO 10
265 0
i 266 0 + I F NTH ROOT DOES NOT EXIST (N+ l) ST FOOT I : FOUND a
2670
26 J 0 N=N+ 1




27 :i • '~	 hi-1.	 F' I ••`'~	 J .	 ^	 N-1.`	 P I	 2 :
r 2720 EFRR=ERR.CCT + ZI)J)
i 2760 RETURN
2731"j :3 i ^ CONTINUE 3
2750 Z=W+N+F'I/' (W— 	 ^^1:
2760 ERRR=ERRCOT (Z , kt)
2770 RETURN
2780 END
2790 UBROUTINE REFINE::Z,Lx ► ,EFF:F',TX,TY
2800 COMPLEX
 Z,W,ZNEW





^ ►a 0 •i N E41	 1 +T'V )










2900 IF (ERPNEW . GE . ERRR) RETURN
2910 ERRR=ERRNEW
! '` (I Z=ZNEW
0 GO TO 10
2940 END
' 2950 •
2960 + ERROR CALCULATION FOR	 :+TANr:Z3 =W
2970 +
2980 FUNCTION ERPTAN (Z a ld)
Fi E990 COMPLEX Z YtJ.CCO . PC. IN .J
3000 DATA P  •,`3.141592654:
^A3010 J=CMFL ; (0 . • 1 .)
3020 T1=AIMAG(Z)3030
IF (T1.GE.:35.,) ERRTAN=CAB (J+ —W)
4 31040 IF (T1 .LE.-35.) ERF•.TAN=CAB_ (J+Z+W)






3090 + ERROR CAL=:ULATION FOR	 COT(Z)=W
' 3100 +
:3110 FUNCTION EF:F:COT ^: ^ .1^ ►
312 O COMPLEX Z qW p CCO.3.i_.1IN •J
31 30 DATA PI /3.141592654 r
.3140 •J=CMPL;^ ( 0 . • 1 .:
3150 Ti=AIMAG(Z)
-1 6511 IF	 (: T 1 . GE . 3 5 .)	 ERR COT= S= AE:	 —.J +LEI )
+1 70 IF	 ( T 1 . LE . —;35 . )
	
EF'F:GOT=ChF;:^ r:+.J+(J)
31,_ 0 IF	 (:AB••3(T1) .LT.a'.5.) 	 EPP.C[3T=CAB, (Z+i_:CO
	 (Z-W *C	 IN( Z) )







++ NEI)JEC2 ♦+♦ 	 11 / 02/76
	PALE— 1
100 REAL L •K, I•MUPEL
110 GAMMON :•' ►_ EO/ L +I)JFi EL • ALPHA • THETA • THSTOP .THING
EF	
EL .TAM
`7AgKY C (21).F.::.:(20)i? COMMON •^`WRVENKC.,r TERMk-.,K ':7^(ECI)
^ I 	1 40 COMMON /KEYS/	 ITAR • II,IA'v'
j	 150 COMMON /PERP/ ITYPE
160 COMPLEX K'XC!,k::YCPK ,::.KY 
,170 DATA P I .,C/ :3.141 =92654 42.9979 25r S Y.180 GALL DEFINE(1 • CRRPH•' )
19 0 WRITE	 r:'?•1 ►.11:1
E n ri 1 00 	 FQRMAT	 OF	 EFF I G I EPi!":Y' • •• •' • 1	 R
210 +' ANGLE OF INCIDENCE" +5 	 .q EFFICIENC:Y ` •^'•f
EC, 300 CONTINUE
230 T1=EFF(IWAV.,*100 1
241) ANCL=THETA*1 C 0. /P I j
52 0 W RITE	 i	 ,	 i I	 h	 '^+E.G)	 ANGL + T1
L6 U WRITE  	 HN L T 1
.( 1 , E50)
^7 1) 21.10 FORMAT (EX s E 12.5 .9X^E I E .5)I	 280 25 0 FORMAT (EE11.4)
290 THETA=THETA+THING300 IF (THETA.LE.THSTOP) GO TO :300
'	 310 GALL 1=RAF(IWAV)
=,^1 ITQP
33i7 ENII




: 70 FUNCTION EFF (I IaJAV
3;=_;t ► COMMON XGEO/ L.ItIFiVEL +FiLPHA.THETA +TH •:TOP PTHIN1=390 COMMON	 /ldFiVEN:	 Kr.i	 i	 _,	 ;1_x,'0).''	 i^;ti:20).	 - :(20)•k.r -*.(2I:I:}^JTERM::	 k::,^	 4	 r.'r'
	 ^	 k., ti
40rl REAL L q K 0
410 COM PLEX	 k•.,•• C • K:'r f'; , k X*i—• • F. r'"
420 COMPLEX LM!,SM.ZMG+,_3YI•: ^1.aA MG ^IyAM`
:r	 x#:30 DATA FI ±ETR O
	,':3.141592f.--,.54.376.7304,--'
44 0 k CI=c+PI,'I,.IR	 EL
1	 450 IF (IWAV .EQ.1) Z0=-ETAI:/CO (THETA)
460 IF	 ZII=-ETAO*COS(THETA)




'i	 501) DO 100 M=1 +NTEPM:I
510 IF	 (II,JAV.Ela.'l)	 ZM==—ETFiO* l-' K.(C(M)
52.0 IF	 (I!,.lAV.EQ.E:-
	 ZMC=—ETAO+K:YC:,;M)-'KO
;i	 530 IF	 (IWAV .EQ.1)	 ZM:=—ETH0+k::0 K:Y _ (M)
540 IF	 (IWAV.EQ.E)	 -'M:==—ETAU+k•'rS(M)/	 li55 1:1 IF	 (F:EAL(ZMC )
	 ' MC	 : M l.
" F 560 I,F	 ( REAL (ZM• ) .1_ T , Cl	 ZM:= =—ZM:
570 CFiMC= (Z
 O — ZMC) r' ( Z I:I+ZMI_:
k j	 5;_;11 I AM.- 5;Z0—ZM_.-. t:`0+ZMS.."
590 IF	 (I f.;1;=1V . EQ . 1)	 T2=AF 	 (,REAL (1
	
ZM1= ) )
60C.., IF (Il.-JFi1.EI).2)	 T2=ABS(REAL(ZMI_))
10 T3=F ERL (K X :
	
♦T 1
`{	 4	 _E0 Tom—C AB	 C M M	 E TL ( 1	 _IN T 	 T	 1
:;) IF	 (Itl.lF-f .E ► ! .1)	 TE=AF _ (REAL(1• ZM•=•:)
640 IF ( I6IH" E1"! .2) TE=AP.S(R•.EAL(ZMS) )650 T3=,REML(K.X•_(M	 +T1
'	 ^♦ 	 NEIAECE	 ++♦	 11/ 02/76	 PAGE—	 2
I
660 T_'=CAB=( _M(M) )*+E+TE*<1—SIN(T3) 'T_)
'-670 VUM1= :UM1+TC+T:
.9 13 S IJM2= '= I IME+Ti_:*CAB : (G AMC **E+T S*C AR S i_ RO 	 **2
690 100 CONTINUE {




74o COMMON :r GEO/ L • WAtii EL .• ALPHA • THET A • THSTOP • TH I Fig_:
750 COMMON /WAVEN/ KO NTERMSPKXC (20) •k.tC(20) -.oK S(20) PF..i.1(ZO)
60 REAL L -.,KO ,	 r
770 COMPLEX I• CM ^ A• B 1• BE
780 COMPLEX	 k;• X C ak:: ^ C	 k, ,3 •K'r•1
90 DATA PI /3.14159E654r'
800 A=KYC(M)/(2*L*C OS(ALPHA))
210 T1=L*SIN(ALPHFI)










920 FUNCTION SM (M)
a	 a _O COMMON / GEO/ L , WAVEL • ALFHA • THETA • THSTDP , TH I Nil a
q,4o COMMOt•i	 . lWAVEN='	 k::ii.NTEMP^ :^k;,,Ct: 	 ^a	 •k:'r^^^:^;^7	 .F:;;.^:Ei7. 	 eF:'Y`:_.^..cU:,
950 REAL L•KO
93--0 C13MPLEX	 I+:^I1+A•E1.FE,.I
970 COMPLEX KXC q KYC ±KX
	
^ k::Y'
98 0 DATA PI/ 	 :.1415' +ar' 54.,i 9'3 0 J=CMPLX ( is . • 1 .)
1000 Ft= K-f'.S(M). (E*L*+ OS( ALPHA))
1010 T1=L+:=:It• (ALFHA)
l'" 01 ^ ' i i +TE=k; _	 =.IN (THETA)
1'l't 2, 0 B1=T2+k .- (M)
-F	 1 U^U ,__	
.,_F,^ —Tc 	k::r;S(M;-IQ50 T:==—T1
108 i, A=REAL (A)
177 0 B1=PEAL(B1)
10 1.8 1., B2 = REAL (B2
1690
_:M=(I(A•BO+TI




1' J30 + INTEi=RAL OF CEXP(—J *(A+> **2+B*, ))
1140
1150 FUNCTION I( A•B±r;)
1160 COMPLEX	 I ^A.•B+ ►__^^RT,^,._L,FI=E•=:NL
DATA _F I
	 :3 . 141 ^'=+ cr 54...	 -
, 111 0
 P I ♦R ;) + (R+X+F :a)
12'00 I =C_ORT<PI r (E+R) *CEXPt .J*B+*E'(4*A ) +FRE=:NL (Z)
1210 RETURN
Li
*i* NEI.JE11^	 4E "6	 PAGE-
i 1220 END
1230
17 + THIS• SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE FRE NEL INTEGRAL F= C- •J*S FOR51:1^•^ 1F'LE<;	 HR	 htErtT:1COMPLEX	 GU
j laE.4
{ i270 FUNCTION FRESNL (ZZ)
1280 COMPLEX ZZ.,Z -1FREZNL.. J .R' UM aTERM •CE FF^ Zl .bi
j 1290 LOGICAL L1
13 00 DATA PI /3.141592654..--*
010 L 1=REAL (ZZ) +A I MR(,-5 ZZ) .13T . 0 .
024 Z—zz t
1.3.3 11 IF	 :L1. a	 Z=r_;ONJ,_ (ZZ) 9
i340 •J=GMPL : (4 . y l . ) ..
1351 IF ( CABS(() .GT.E.5> GO TO E54













♦ r,ll,m TERM=T1*Z1+(1:- - (E*TE-1 ^ — J+^^^:^ T3	 (2 T`+1::;
1541:1 :1UM=:1LUM+TEEM
1514 IF	 (CRBS(TERM) .1=E.1 	 1_0 TO	 144
1520 FRE:IML=Z+SUM
15311 IF	 (L l)	 FRE::PtLc1= [3N.J ►_ (FRE:,:NL)
1540 RETURN
,. 1551:1 250 CONTINUE j
15 61: F 0=( l-J'
j " 1570 IF (AIMAG(Z).G'T-.REAL(Z)) F1.1=(J-1)/2
15:2. 0 1,J =P I *Z*+E
15':+ 1:1 T1=1 
1600,11=0




1640 T l = — T 1
1^^Z1650 ^ j
a: IEi, M' T13P =2+ti 1
16.7-13 I1D 444 M=1 ^M TAP
1690 400 CONTINUE
17 4 1:1 TERM=T1*Z1*(:(4 *N+1	 /bj- . I
;. ,^-1	 1 _l =:FJM==Uht+TERM r
:.. 172!1 IF	 .'.	 E•_(TERM) .f-E.1 .E-•:3*1_.Hb_( SLIM) ,	 GO	 TO' :2.00
r i_1 FFE_NL=F)1 1 E;: F 	 I+Z) *S.*U
t4 0 IF	 ^* L l) FF..E NL=CCN J1. (FFE: NL )
175 0 RETURPi
' 1760 EMITT 1770 +
fit'.
++	 NEWECE	 •++	 i 1ZOE/7	 PAGE—	 4
1780 + PLOT RESULTS
1790
` 00 _I l-	 OUTINE	 t=RRF(II,JAV'-
r-11 0 REAL L,M! REL
1'^2 I COMMON /GEO^' L , ^1JA':^ EL , ALPHA . THETA + THTGF • TH I Mi_
18300 t. OMMON /MAT.%
 EPSREL ,MUFEL , TRN , TRNMRG t S I G
1840 DIMENSION .JS r'M(5) , IN(3)




1'^ 10 CALL PSUB (JSYM ,1 ,1 • I N)
I '
1=±2 t i I JRV =b1AV EL' 1. E—r




19, 5 0 IF	 ( I I.klR tir .EQ .1)	 WRITE (9.300)	 WA's;'
1':4 60 IF	 (IWAV.El?.2)	 I.JRITE	 (9,400)	 WH'r
1970 WPITE (9,500)	 TRPEF.,ALPH,EP:i-:REL±TANi t-IUREL,THhiMAt_ .•SI,-
198 0 300i_t FORMAT	 ( l X,:' ' ,15X +'' F I t; .	 EFFICIENCY VS. ANGLE OF INCIDENCE',
1990 +-,'/.1; :, •' TE I;.-AVE.	 I,JAVELENGTH=
2 0 fl O +F:	 . 3 , '	 hl l t_ RON: :
2010 400 FORMAT	 _ E'FFICIENCY V'	 ANGLE OF	 I Nt'l I DEI'i1:`E
2020 +?' `,1 :,'TM	 ^,JR';,E.	 lklAVELENt_TH=	 • ,T
203 0 +F;= .3 4	 h1It.:RDti:=
-040 5itt	 FORMAT	 ^::1,^:+'LENGTH OF 	 TAPER= '•F,	 .^,'	 MIt=FOti
	
°:;,
.15 +HALF—RPit-;LE OF TAPER=	 ' • F 3 .., +'	 ItEI- REE	 ' , .•'' ,1:	 .q ' It i ELECTF: I C	 t_ ON =:TANT=	 •
2060 +F.	 . _ ,'?'>:.	 .13'	 TANGENT=	 ,F 8 .: ,: ' ,1. .' RELAT IV E
2070 + °F'ERMEREILITr=	 ^F;=^ .:;, r ^^,, ''LO^=:	 TANGENT=	 ,F^= . _; •.' •1 <:,"''	
_
OU,_ t_i +-* CONIi1_CTIVITY=	 ' +F^3..:^,'	 MHO_ METER' , ' 
2090 RETURN
2100 END
211 1 0 +
E 1 E t + PLOT UP TO 5 FUNCTIONS ON TELETYPE
21_o
214tt :_UBROUTINE F':_aB(.J_YM,M,NUNIT,It )
E 15 O DIMEN:: IOti 	 :^	 i^:t'^:--t;,III_1h1::__fit?.I='i'M^:'?	 t:► :±IN._:'• J_''r't'1.:5''^
i 2ir;t +
217 t) + J_'.YM=:=YMBOLS TG BE USED FOR PLOTTING POINT.-POINTS
21.0 + M=NR IMBEF' OF FUNCTION. ; TO BE PLOTTER
2190 + NUNIT=NUMBER OF THE FILE_ CONTAINING ItATA TO BE PLOTTED
2200 + IN=NAME OF FILE NUMBER: "NUNI'T"
L .2210 +
2220 IB=ti
223 t_:FILL DEFINE ( NUN I T • I N :^
2^41j IF	 -'M	 .13T.	 5)	 1313	 TO	 1-30
2ESO IF	 ^:: h1	 . iaT .	 1 :''
	
130	 TO	 9 to
I 2L1', to ItO	 8 t_t	 j	 1 , ..1 u
E270 IF	 (IEOF(.NUNIT ,	 .EfD .	 1)	 GO	 TO	 1.2.0
2280 IF	 ( IB.EQ .1)	 READ	 (NUNIT)	 X(I) ,'• (I )
rt e, =+ii IF	 (IB.EQ.0)	 REAIt'.NUNIT.200) 	 :(I),Y(I)
t t t l _, 0	 I	 '•r'M ( I	 =J * )'M'..1
23 10 60 TO 120





11 / 02/76	 PR E— 5
2:340 IF IEOF(NUNIT) .EQ. 1) GO TO. 12 0'
j	 c;350 I1=I+1
;60 IE=I+M-1
^3 7 0 IF (IB.EQ.1) READ NUNIT) <,(I) ? (Y(•J) q .J=I . IE)
2:32i! IF (IB .EQ. 0) READ(NUNIT 9200) X(I) • (Y(.Ja .•J=I a I2)
2,3'x -1 I='rM( I	 .J:1YM 1:."
2490 K=1
241 0 DO 11 0 •J=I 1 .I2
2430 K=K+1
2440 110 ISYM(•J)=•J:3,YM(k.'-)
245,11 IF	 I .LT. 3:230) GO TO I fire
24r, r, 121) N=I-1
2470 WRITE(9•125)N
24S 0 125 FORMAT(,--'.,'TOTAL NUMBER: OF POINTS PLOTTED	 13)
2490 CALL PLO"i (X.,Y +N • I _' •i'M • IbIJM)
V500 RETURN
2510 1:20 WRITE('-_^±140)
25817 140 FORMAT (' MAX . NUMBER OF CURVES = 5")
25:30 200 FORMAT(6E11.6)
2540 2 1 0 FORMAT( 'SYMBOLIC FILE READ STATEMENT IS 6E11. 6
2550 END
2560 SUBROUTINE PLOT(X .* •N • I `f'M • IDUMMY)
2570 DIMENSION X(N) qY(N),IS M(N) •IDUMMY(N)
2580 NYDIV=r
2590 ICODE=+J
(	 00 '• 'TOP=ii.is	 ^!
4 .110 YBOT= 0
2620 XRIGHT=0. ii
2630 ' :LEFT= 0. u	 I
2640 ITIE=1H.
2654 CALL PLOTF!:;^^, 9Y.,hi •f^YDI':^ s ICODE PYTOF +'fBOT.q` LEFT • ^:RIi=HT !I :'rM• ► .
;266 ft + ITIE+IDUMM'r'';
2670 RETURN
2680 END
2690 SUBROUTINE PLOTF(,X • ±N eN''i'DIV.ICODE±'r`TOP ^YBOT •;,LEFT •:- ,:RIGHT+I3YM •
2700 + ITIE•IDUMM'•r
2710 DIMENSION IXPLCT('7 0) • I1'fM(ti , IDl_lMM`r'(ti) (N) ±Y(N)
2720 DATA NBLANK 1 H	 :L	 ^j • N::D I ti	 —,
lRITE(9.g 50fj)2 r' :3 it L^. .
2740 N1=NYDIV*10+1
2750 '•rL=Ni-1
I	 2760 IF (Ii::ODE.E^D.1) GO TO 1 0
I	 2771.1 =:ALL _C ALIT(X.Y• N.N+1.1) L•N DIV•`i'L•NYDIVLEFT+X.3CALE+DX
E790 XRIGHT=:,:LEFT+;• .i.*DX
2800 ' 'TOP=i'BOT+FLOAT ( N`f D I ki *D'•i'
10 GO TO 20
2820 1 ij D„ (XR I i HT XLEF T 1 •.. 7
.iii D i' —' i TOR—'i'F'OT 'FLOAT :hi't'IlI
2'=4ri ,:(=ALE= r 0 `( ;RIio—HT-,;LEFT)
`5ii , --*ALE=YL.'^'.`a'T1:P—'•i'BOT::
L^_r,0 20 TERM,;=1	 ALE+;'LEFT
2870 TERM'r'=Y:,-,CALE*'Y'TOP+1.{.	 2880 IaIR ITE(9,540) i' TOR' ^YBOT•D .-,",.,LEFT •XRIGHT.,DX
c_ ^ ►► 0)K_ITE<.: 1 .Q1 1.1;^
 r
^'	 ♦♦♦ 	 p1EbJECE: 	 ♦♦^.	 11. nE: ?	 PAGE—	 6
I!
2900 CALL SORTN ( Y• N g I DUMMY
2910 K=10
0 •JJ=IDUMMY(J)
2940 I'•rPLOT=INT(TEF.M'•t — '•r SCALE+'r (JJ)
2950 I= 0
299. 30 I=I+1




:3 is ►a^] IF ^'K.LT.10 ^	 i',0 TO 50
3010 k::= ii
020 MFIRK=1 H — ••,
:3030 0	 IF	 ^:,..^.LT.0)	 i=0	 TO	 -5-
;3040 DO 60 L=1,70
050 60 h PLOT(L"I=NBLAP{k::
3060 MA's: = t^
3070 ^• O^ IF	 (IYPLOT
—
I)	 130.q 1 OG; 81.1 a
3080?<' IF	 (MAX.NE .0)	 GO TO . 0
_;i 90 ._c lxlRITE(9y5E0) MARX
310 0 130 TO 3 i!
3110 13 UIRITE(9,530) MARK, (I, PLOT(L) •L=1 9MFiX)
3120 IF	 (J .E'D.O ,	 •J=-1
:31.:30 G0 TO 0
::,1"4^^ 100	 I_^=IP{T^::TERM;.+r;SCALE # ,;vl._^:, a
3150 IF	 (I•J.LT.1re 	1=0	 TO	 120
:1i t,ia IF	 f:I•J. ►-T. r 0)	 ^ O TO	 120
0 IF	 (I•J.t=T._MAX)	 MA,,=I•J
•^a1•=,0 IF -;IXPLOT(:I.J) NE.NBLAtiK) Go TO 110
3190 IXPLOT(IJ)=I: '•rM(J•J
3200 G,0 TO	 130
210 110	 IXPLOT(I•J)=ITIE-
:3220 G,0 TO 130
'3	 i 1E0	 IF	 ^:•J.f=T.li^ 	 0 Tq 	 1_0
:3E4 0 •J =- 1 i
3250 GO TO 80 I
326 0 13 0 	 .J=. J - 1 3
3270 IF	 (J.LT.1)	 GO TO 80
3280 JJ=IDUMMf'(J)
'	 :3290 I'•r'FLAT=INT(TEPMY—'(.;i_HLE+Y(JJ).,
. 3:300 GO TO	 r' 0
3310 140 b.1RITE(9 951 0)
3320 WRITE(9 ,5ii
3:330 RETURN
:.• 40 5000	 FORMAT ,::	 ':,
33= 0 51 CI	 FOR:MATS:3H+`* ±7 1 `?(IH+:: , = 1H`) .*,
3:360 520i	 FORMAT -:: H 1
3370 530 FORMAT (. 7 0A 1 )
380 540 F13RMATr:18HA: >•:IS	 INFORMATION
3390 +	 1_H	 TOP	 t. — ; 	 =,1	 1i^,^	 •14;;•1cHBOTTOM	 :;—:^	 =,^;1ii._,,: ,14,;.•





HF.IGHT	 ^.	 ,l-;10. 3 ?.
30 END
34:0 :SUBROUTINE	 =;i^AL `IT ..	 s'} ` • N • '{D I t^ • h{i_ F'v'E 	 • I i::ODE •: LOC^^^ , r{; D 1
3440 + YLOt•{la • N' •i' D I V •XP.[3T 	 ti =:CALE P D; • "r'BOT •'i ^ ::ALE • DY










+ A ^ .a i) Rh1 I N=,x	 1:^
:3490 DO 5 I=1 •N
35011 IF	 (X (I) .1.3T .AMA'• )	 AMA„ X	 I
3510 IF	 (X(I).LT.AMIN)	 AMIN.-_',(I
3520 5 CONTINUE
35.30 .^.YLON1==XLONG r
354;0 ^IF II_:ODE .EQ .-1) GO TO 65
:3550 IF	 (I1_ODE.EQ.-3) 	 130 TO 65
3560 XYN=NXDIV
0 N YN=NXD IV
358'0 10 IF (ICODE.NE .2) GO TO 20 w
i 35'3;0 IF	 (AMAX.LT .0.0)	 Ah1A ,= 0 . tl
360,0 IF (AMIN.GT.0.0)	 AMIN=0.0
36 l l i 20 SPREAD= (AMAX-HM IN) ^' ,;YN
3620 IF ( SPREHD . LE . 0.0) GO TO 1511
3630 25 A=ALO1=10(SPREAD)
3640 _ I=A
3	 5 ►_+ HA= I
366!0 AA=A—RA
:3670 I'F	 ( Ate . LE . 0 . tJ )	 AA=A A+ I .
:3680 A= 10.+♦ Af=►
3690 IF	 (A,.GT.2.)	 1=0. TO :30
370,0 AA=2.:•`A
:371 0 GO TO 40
_ C	 •^ CIF + (A.l_T.5. ^	 GO	 TO ate'
Ala^ I AA= .1
374,' tl 1=0 TO 4 0
•3,511 '35 AA=1 ' .	 A
;3, htl •.# l	 PREAD SPREAD+HA
i' 377 0 A=AMIN SPREAD
,y 1 13 Cl I =A
:37'0 AA=I
38000 AA=A—AA
:3810 IF (AA . LE . 0.0 ) At =AR+ I .
3820 AA=AA*SPREAD
333 0 A=(AMA -AMIN +AA) ,•;;YNr
:3840 IF (A.LE,.SPREAD) 60 TO 45 i3,50 1PREAD=A
3860 GO TO 25
3870 45 YBOT=HM I N —AR
3880 SP8CEL=AM I N—YBOT
:3890 S PACER=` BOT+(XYN+ PREAD -AMAX
390 0 NL=:• :PACELr SPREAD
:;?ir_I ` NF:={:FAI=ER SPF:EtD 
3920 MOVE=(NR—NL)f
3 v-+_' 0 'VBOT=YBOT — FLOAT ( MOVE )+SPREAD
3940 i 'CALE=XYLON13 ( SPFEAD*,:{YN)
3950 DY :TREAD
ar'. I) 1_ 0 TO (50,100) p	L
Ii 5 0	 r,FOT—'r'EOT
^	 r - 1J X•: CALE=YSCRLE
399 Ci D ' = T1Y
^4000 55 L_`
€ 4010 AMAX= V( 1
--
------------------------------------------------------------------
+♦ NEWEC;E +	 11/02/76	 PAGE-
4020 AMIN=1•'(l)
.030 DO 60 •J=1 •riCF:VE:
41)40 I 1=1+(•J-1)+NDIM
4050 IN=I1+N-1
4060 DO 6A I=I 1 , Iri
4070 IF ( Y (I).GT.,AMAX) AMA,'='Y r: I
IF (`r'(I) .LT.AMIN) AMIN=Y-(I)_
4090 60 C13NTINIJE
41 00 .r.'r LONG=`r'LONG
4110 IF (I CODE . EQ .
	 GO TO r
4120 IF (IGODE.EQ.-3) GO TO 65
4 13 0 :A.'r N =N'r D IV
4140 N YN=NYD I'v'
4150 GO TO 10
4160 65 I=AMA.;
4170 IF (AMAX . GT . O.0) GO TO 70
4180 GO TO ?
4190 70 A=I
42 00 IF (AMAX .GT .R) I=I+1
4210 75 N;> YN=AM I N
42:1:1 IF (AMIN.LT.0.0:- GO TO8 Cl
42:;11 1313 TO 85
424 0 80 A=NXYN	 -
4280 IF (AMIN.LT.A) tiXl
 YN =N*XYN-1
426 0 85 '•r EOT=N ;'•r' N
4270 NXYN=I—NXYN
`r
!'1 13 N r D I =N;r;'•r N
43 G a_1, _:1 • ALE=; '•c LONGS SPPEAD
4311 O GO TO (90.1 IjO) , L
43 ll .:^ 17 ;: BOT='r BOT
4 =,U _1=ALE=r•_:CALE
4:4 0 DX=DY
4350  tfX D IV =hi' •r D IV
4:360 GO TO 55
4370 100 RETURN	 }
4.3 0 150 WRITE(( fl ili )
439 0  RET! IFN
44 o i 1 1000 FORMAT (Z , ` THE FUNCTION APPEARS TO BE H CCN : ;TANT' • . )
4410 END
4420 SUBROUTINE SCRTN (, ; • N p NUM )
• 430 DIMENSION NUM(N) (N)
4440 DO 10 I=1 ,N,
4451l 1 o NJMr: I	 I
44r 0 M=N
4470 45 M=M./2
44,-:,,o1 IF (M1.LE. Fi) G0 TO 91.1
4 149 i K=N—h1	 1
45 0 u  DO 80 I=1 ,K
4$ i.1 •J= I
42 0 6 I I L= ._I +h1
_ 0 NL=N_RWL)
540  N.J=t•iI_ M (.J )
4551.1 IF r r:NL:^ .i=T.;:r:Nj :^ GO TO =,i1
45x,1 i Nt Iti(!) =riL
4570 NUM(L)=t•i•►
♦ ^^► 	 NEWEC2	 ♦♦♦ 	 11: 02..., 76	 PAGE—	 9
4580r .J-.J—M
4590 IF (.J.GE.Q GO TO his




4640 FUNCTION IPEPL'r'(D) tW
4650 READ QMIANS wi
IF(IRNS.EQ.1H''i' GOTOE
I S 0 IF(IRNS.EQ.iH )GOTO
4680 IF(IHNS.EQ.1HO)GOTOE
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